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ABSTRACT
Context. Formaldehyde (H2CO) is a reliable tracer to accurately measure the physical parameters of dense gas in star-forming regions.
Aims. We aim to determine directly the kinetic temperature and spatial density with formaldehyde for the ∼100 brightest ATLASGAL-
selected clumps (the TOP100 sample) at 870 µm representing various evolutionary stages of high-mass star formation.
Methods. Ten transitions (J = 3–2 and 4–3) of ortho- and para-H2CO near 211, 218, 225, and 291GHz were observed with the
Atacama Pathfinder EXperiment (APEX) 12m telescope.
Results. Using non-LTE models with RADEX, we derived the gas kinetic temperature and spatial density with the measured para-
H2CO321–220/303–202, 422–321/404–303, and 404–303/303–202 ratios. The gas kinetic temperatures derived from the para-H2CO321–
220/303–202 and 422–321/404–303 line ratios are high, ranging from 43 to >300K with an unweighted average of 91± 4K. Deduced Tkin
values from the J = 3–2 and 4–3 transitions are similar. Spatial densities of the gas derived from the para-H2CO404–303/303–202 line
ratios yield 0.6–8.3× 106 cm−3 with an unweighted average of 1.5 (±0.1)× 106 cm−3. A comparison of kinetic temperatures derived
from para-H2CO, NH3, and dust emission indicates that para-H2CO traces a distinctly higher temperature than the NH3 (2,2)/(1,1)
transitions and the dust, tracing heated gas more directly associated with the star formation process. The H2CO line widths are
found to be correlated with bolometric luminosity and increase with the evolutionary stage of the clumps, which suggests that higher
luminosities tend to be associated with a more turbulent molecular medium. It seems that the spatial densities measured with H2CO
do not vary significantly with the evolutionary stage of the clumps. However, averaged gas kinetic temperatures derived from H2CO
increase with time through the evolution of the clumps. The high temperature of the gas traced by H2CO may be mainly caused by
radiation from embedded young massive stars and the interaction of outflows with the ambient medium. For Lbol/Mclump & 10L⊙/M⊙,
we find a rough correlation between gas kinetic temperature and this ratio, which is indicative of the evolutionary stage of the
individual clumps. The strong relationship between H2CO line luminosities and clump masses is apparently linear during the late
evolutionary stages of the clumps, indicating that LH2CO does reliably trace the mass of warm dense molecular gas. In our massive
clumps H2CO line luminosities are approximately linearly correlated with bolometric luminosities over about four orders of magnitude
in Lbol, which suggests that the mass of dense molecular gas traced by the H2CO line luminosity is well correlated with star formation.
Key words. Stars: formation – Stars: massive – ISM: clouds – ISM: molecules – ISM: abundances – radio lines: ISM
1. Introduction
In the Galactic disk, star formation appears to occur only in
dense regions (spatial density n(H2)& 104 cm−3) composed of
molecular gas (Lada et al. 2010; Ginsburg et al. 2015). High-
mass stars form in massive clumps with typical size of or-
der ∼1 pc (e.g. Dunham et al. 2010, 2011; Rosolowsky et al.
2010; Urquhart et al. 2014; He et al. 2015; Wienen et al. 2015;
König et al. 2017; Yuan et al. 2017). High-mass stars influ-
ence the surrounding environment and subsequent star formation
through their feedback such as outflows, winds, and UV radia-
tion. However, the details of high-mass star formation process
and how their feedback may affect the initial conditions of high-
mass stars in their formation process are still far from clear and
require, as a basis, the precise determination of kinetic tempera-
ture and density.
The Atacama Pathfinder EXperiment (APEX) Tele-
scope Large Area Survey of the GALaxy (ATLASGAL)
(Schuller et al. 2009), presenting observations in a Galactic
longitude and latitude range of ±60◦ and ±1.5◦, respec-
tively, introduces a global view on star formation at 870 µm
and identifies ∼10,000 massive clumps in various stages of
evolution undergoing high-mass star formation in the inner
Galaxy (Contreras et al. 2013; Urquhart et al. 2014, 2017;
Csengeri et al. 2014). The most fundamental physical parame-
ters, kinetic temperature and spatial density of the clumps, affect
chemistry, star formation, and could also impact the stellar
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initial mass function. Accurate measurements of these physical
parameters are indispensable for a general understanding of
the physical processes involved in these massive star-forming
clumps.
Formaldehyde (H2CO) is a ubiquitous molecule in in-
terstellar clouds (Downes et al. 1980; Bieging et al. 1982;
Henkel et al. 1991; Zylka et al. 1992; Mangum et al. 2008,
2013a; Ao et al. 2013; Tang et al. 2013; Ginsburg et al.
2015, 2016, 2017; Guo et al. 2016). As a slightly asym-
metric rotor molecule, H2CO exhibits a large number of
millimetre and submillimetre transitions. This molecule is
a reliable tracer of physical conditions such as temperature
and density (Henkel et al. 1980, 1983; Mangum & Wootten
1993; Mühle et al. 2007; Ginsburg et al. 2011, 2015, 2016;
Ao et al. 2013). Since the relative populations of the Ka
ladders of H2CO are predominantly governed by collisions,
ratios of H2CO line fluxes involving different Ka ladders are
good tracers of the kinetic temperature, such as para-H2CO
JKaKc = 322–221/303–202, 423–322/404–303, and 523–422/505–404
(Mangum & Wootten 1993). Once the kinetic temperature is
known, line ratios involving the same Ka ladders yield estimates
of the spatial density of the gas, such as JKaKc = 404–303/303–202,
505–404/303–202, and 524–423/322–221 (Mangum & Wootten
1993; Mühle et al. 2007; Immer et al. 2016). Transitions
connecting the same rotational levels (e.g. J = 3–2 or 4–3) and
belonging to either the para- or ortho-H2CO subspecies, but
being part of different Ka ladders (e.g. Ka = 0, 2) are particularly
useful. These transitions can be measured simultaneously with
the same receiver system and their relative strengths (para-
H2CO322–221/303–202, 321–220/303–202, 423–322/404–303, and
422–321/404–303) provide sensitive thermometry. Para-H2CO is
therefore possibly the best of the very few molecular tracers
that are available for such an analysis of the dense molecular
gas. H2CO line ratios have been used to measure physical
parameters in our Galactic centre clouds (Qin et al. 2008;
Ao et al. 2013; Johnston et al. 2014; Ginsburg et al. 2016;
Immer et al. 2016; Lu et al. 2017), star formation regions
(Mangum & Wootten 1993; Hurt et al. 1996; Mangum et al.
1999; Mitchell et al. 2001; Watanabe & Mitchell 2008;
Nagy et al. 2012; Lindberg et al. 2015; Tang et al. 2017a,c),
and in external galaxies (Mühle et al. 2007; Tang et al. 2017b).
In this work, we aim to directly measure the kinetic temper-
ature and spatial density towards massive star-forming clumps
selected from the ATLASGAL survey making use of the rota-
tional transitions of H2CO (J = 3–2 and 4–3). Our main goals
are (a) comparing kinetic temperatures from the gas to tempera-
ture estimates based on the dust; (b) searching for a correlation
between kinetic temperature and line width, which is expected in
the case of conversion of turbulent energy into heat; (c) seeking
links between kinetic temperature and star formation rate (SFR)
and the evolutionary stage of the massive star-forming regions;
and (d) testing the star formation law by correlating the luminos-
ity of the H2CO lines to infrared luminosity.
In Sections 2 and 3, we describe the measured samples, our
H2CO observations, and the data reduction, and introduce the
main results. The discussion is presented in Section 4. Our main
conclusions are summarized in Section 5.
2. Sample, observations, and data reduction
We selected the 110 brightest clumps from the ATLASGAL sur-
vey (the TOP100 sample) obeying simple IR criteria to cover
a range in evolutionary stages as described in Giannetti et al.
(2014) and König et al. (2017). These clumps consist almost en-
Table 1. Observed H2CO transition parameters.
Transition Frequency Eu Receiver Beam size
GHz K arcsec
o-H2CO 313–212 211.212 32.06 PI230 29.5
p-H2CO 303–202 218.222 20.96 PI230 28.6
p-H2CO 322–221 218.476 68.09 PI230 28.6
p-H2CO 321–220 218.760 68.11 PI230 28.5
o-H2CO 312–211 225.699 33.45 PI230 27.6
p-H2CO 404–303 290.623 34.90 FLASH 21.5
p-H2CO 423–322 291.238 82.07 FLASH 21.4
o-H2CO 432–331 291.381 140.94 FLASH 21.4
o-H2CO 431–330 291.384 140.94 FLASH 21.4
p-H2CO 422–321 291.948 82.12 FLASH 21.4
Table 2. Observed H2CO transitions and detection rates.
Transition Observed Detection Detection rate
o-H2CO 313–212 94 91 97%
p-H2CO 303–202 94 92 98%
p-H2CO 322–221 94 65 69%
p-H2CO 321–220 94 66 70%
o-H2CO 312–211 94 93 99%
p-H2CO 404–303 98 97 99%
p-H2CO 423–322 98 80 82%
o-H2CO 432–331 98 83 85%
o-H2CO 431–330 98 83 85%
p-H2CO 422–321 98 83 85%
tirely of clumps that have the potential to form, or are forming,
massive stars. Depending on their IR and radio continuum prop-
erties, the sample of potentially high-mass star-forming clumps
at various evolutionary stages can be separated into four cate-
gories: 70 µm weak sources (70w), infrared weak clumps (IRw),
infrared bright objects (IRb), and sources containing compact
H II regions (H II) (Giannetti et al. 2014; König et al. 2017). Pre-
vious work on this sample addressed SiO emission (for parts
of the sample, Csengeri et al. 2016), dust continuum character-
ization (König et al. 2017), millimetre hydrogen recombination
lines (for more evolved (i.e. H II regions) parts of the sample;
Kim et al. 2017), and temperature structure (Giannetti et al.
2017). The TOP100 is an ideal sample to study the physical and
chemical parameters of the potentially massive star-forming re-
gions at various evolutionary stages.
Sources observed are listed in Table A.1. Our observations
were carried out on 2013 July and December, 2014 September
and November, and 2015 April, June, July, and October with
the Atacama Pathfinder EXperiment (APEX1) 12m telescope lo-
cated on Chajnantor (Chile). Specific observational details of the
10 measured transitions of H2CO are listed in Table 1. Five tran-
sitions of H2CO (J = 3–2) were observed with the new MPIfR
1-mm receiver (PI230) with a beam size from 27.6′′ to 29.5′′
and integration times of 1 to 3 minutes. Five H2CO (J = 4–3)
transitions were observed with the FLASH receiver with a beam
size ∼21.4′′ and integration times of 2 to 4 minutes. For the
PI230 receiver, we used a fast fourier transform spectrometer
(FFTS4G) backend with two sidebands (lower and upper). Each
sideband has two spectral windows of 4GHz bandwidth, pro-
viding both orthogonal polarizations and leading to a total band-
width of 8GHz. An eXtended bandwidth fast fourier transform
spectrometer (XFFTS) backend with two spectral windows of
1 This publication is based on data acquired with the Atacama Pathfinder EX-
periment (APEX). APEX is a collaboration between the Max-Planck-Institut für
Radioastronomie, the European Southern Observatory, and the Onsala Space Ob-
servatory.
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Fig. 1. Observed H2CO spectra (grey) towards AGAL008.684−00.367. Green lines indicate the Gaussian fit results.
2.5GHz bandwidth leading to a total bandwidth of 4GHz was
used for the FLASH receiver. These provided velocity resolu-
tions of ∼0.08 km s−1 for H2CO (J = 3–2) and ∼0.04 km s−1 for
H2CO (J = 4–3). The observations were performed in position-
switching mode with off positions offset from the on position of
the sources by (600′′,±600′′). We converted the antenna temper-
atures of the spectra into main beam brightness temperatures for
both H2CO J = 3–2 and 4–3 lines using a factor of 1/0.69. Ob-
served continuum of Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn were used to cal-
ibrate the spectral line flux. The calibration uncertainty is about
20%.
Data reduction of spectral lines was performed using CLASS
from the GILDAS package2. To enhance signal-to-noise ratios
(S/N) in individual channels, we smoothed contiguous channels
to a velocity resolution of ∼0.6 km s−1. The line widths tend to be
> few km s−1, so the smoothing has no impact on our results. The
typical noise level is ∼0.06K (Tmb scale) for both H2CO (J = 3–
2) and H2CO (J = 4–3) at a velocity resolution of ∼0.6 km s−1.
3. Results
3.1. Overview
Ninety-four sources with H2CO (J = 3–2) transitions and 98
sources with H2CO (J = 4–3) transitions were observed. Nearly
all H2CO lines are detected (detection rate & 97%) for the up-
per energy above ground state, Eu, (<35K) towards the targeted
massive clumps (see Tab. 2) . For high Eu (>82K), the H2CO de-
2 http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS
tection rate ranges from 82% to 85%. Non-detections are associ-
ated with 70w and IRw sources (see Sect. 2 for the definitions),
which are typically associated with the early cold evolutionary
stages of massive clumps. Two para-H2CO (322–221 and 321–
220) transitions (Eu ∼ 68K) show a lower detection rate (∼70%),
which is caused by the fact that para-H2CO is the less abundant
of the two H2CO symmetry species and the source of the weaker
K = 2 transitions. High detection rates of H2CO indicate that this
species is commonly formed in massive star-forming clumps and
is present during all their evolutionary stages.
Examples of H2CO line spectra are presented in Figure
1. Line parameters are listed in Tables A.2, A.3, A.4, and
A.5, where velocity-integrated intensity,
∫
Tmbdv, local stan-
dard of rest velocity, Vlsr, full width to half maximum line
width (FWHM), and peak main beam brightness temperature,
Tmb, were obtained from Gaussian fits. The rest frequencies of
the ortho-H2CO432–331 and 431–330 transitions are nearby (see
Tab. 1 and Fig. 1). These two lines are blended in all of our
sources, so that Gaussian fits are of limited value and are not
part of our tables.
3.2. Source size correction
The para-H2CO J = 3–2 (beam size ∼ 28.6′′) and 4–3 (beam size
∼ 21.5′′) lines we observed were obtained by single pointing ob-
servations with different receivers, so the area covered by our
J = 3–2 and 4–3 transitions is slightly different. We compare the
integrated intensities of H2CO, irrespective of the beam size with
870 µm flux densities in Figure 2. This comparison shows that
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the H2CO integrated intensities follow the 870 µm intensity dis-
tribution. Apparently dense gas traced by H2CO is associated
well with the dust traced by 870 µm emission in the massive
star-forming clumps. Mapping observations of para-H2CO (303–
202, 322–221, and 321–220) towards the Orion molecular cloud 1
(OMC1) with the APEX telescope also show that para-H2CO
integrated intensity distributions agree well with the dust emis-
sion observed at 850 µm (Johnstone & Bally 1999; Tang et al.
2017c). Previous observations of H2CO (404–303, 423–322, 422–
321, 432–331, and 431–330) towards massive clumps in the W33
region with the APEX telescope (Immer et al. 2014) also indi-
cate that H2CO distributions are consistent with the dust emis-
sion traced by 870 µm. Hence, we assume that the source sizes
of H2CO are the same as the full width to half power source sizes
of the 870 µmdust emission derived from Csengeri et al. (2014).
We correct for beam dilution by calculating T ′mb = Tmb/ηbf with




beam). Here θbeam and θs de-
note beam and source size, respectively. The results of ηbf and
the para-H2CO404–303/303–202 integrated intensity ratio (I′(404–
303)/I′(303–202)) corrected with ηbf are listed in Table A.6.
3.3. Opacities of H2CO
To determine the gas kinetic temperatures, Tkin, spatial densities,
n(H2), and para-H2CO column densities, N(H2CO), we used
the RADEX non-LTE model (van der Tak et al. 2007) oﬄine
code3 with collision rates from Wiesenfeld & Faure (2013). Un-
certainties in the collisional excitation rates directly affect the
derived volume densities, while kinetic temperature appears to
be less affected by collisional excitation rate uncertainties (see
Sect. 3.4). The RADEX code needs five input parameters: back-
ground temperature, kinetic temperature, H2 density, H2CO col-
umn density, and line width. For the background temperature,
we adopted 2.73K. Model grids for the H2CO lines encompass
40 densities (n(H2)= 104–108 cm−3), 40 H2CO column densities
(N(H2CO)= 1012–1016 cm−2), and 40 temperatures ranging from
10 to 400K. For the line width, we used the observed line width
value.
The value of N(para-H2CO) depends on para-H2CO303–202
and/or 404–303 integrated intensities and the para-H2CO404–
303/303–202 ratio (Mangum & Wootten 1993; Tang et al.
2017a). If the para-H2CO303–202 and 404–303 lines are op-
tically thick in our dense massive clumps, this would cause
high para-H2CO404–303/303–202, 321–220/303–202, and 422–
321/404–303 ratios. Higher ratios imply higher spatial densities
and kinetic temperatures, respectively (Mangum & Wootten
1993; Ao et al. 2013; Ginsburg et al. 2016; Immer et al.
2016; Tang et al. 2017a,b,c). In order to understand the impact
of the line optical depth, we modelled the optical depth of
para-H2CO303–202 and para-H2CO404–303 integrated inten-
sities, and the para-H2CO 404–303/303–202 ratio at a kinetic
temperature of 55K (see Sect. 3.4) in Figure 3 (or see Figure
G.2 in Immer et al. 2016). Changing the kinetic temperature,
weakly affects the optical depth of the para-H2CO303–202
and para-H2CO404–303 lines (less than by a factor of few).
The para-H2CO404–303/303–202 ratio is then also not greatly
changed (.30%; not shown here). The figure demonstrates that
para-H2CO303–202 is optically thin (τ< 1) at column density
N(para-H2CO)< 1×1014 cm−2 and spatial density 104−8 cm−3.
At higher column density (N(para-H2CO)> 5×1014 cm−2),
the para-H2CO303–202 becomes optically thick (τ> 5). The
optical depth of para-H2CO404–303 shows a similar behaviour
3 http://var.sron.nl/radex/radex.php
Fig. 2. Comparison of integrated intensities of H2CO and 870 µm con-
tinuum flux densities. The solid line corresponds to Y=X in the given
units.
(slightly lower values) with respect to that of para-H2CO303–
202 (not shown here; or see Figure G.2 in Immer et al. 2016).
Considering the observed ranges of integrated intensities of
para-H2CO404–303 (typical value ∼ 20K km s−1) and para-
H2CO404–303/303–202 ratios (typical value ∼ 1.0) accounting
for relevant beam-filling factors from Section 3.2 (see Tabs. A.4
and A.6), the optical depths of para-H2CO303–202 and 404–303
range from ∼0.012 to ∼1 in our sample. Compared to the
para-H2CO303–202 and 404–303 lines, para-H2CO322–221,
321–220, 423–322, and 422–321 lines have higher upper energies
above the ground state (Eu > 68K, see Tab. 1), so they have
lower optical depths (τ≪ 1). Therefore, the influence of the
para-H2CO303–202 and 404–303 optical depths is weak for our
determination of spatial density and kinetic temperature.
In our sample the observed Tmb(312–211/303–202) ratios range
from 0.74 to 1.83 with an unweighted average of 1.29± 0.02
(see Tabs. A.2 and A.3; errors given here and elsewhere are
standard deviations of the mean). For the Tmb(313–212/303–202)
ratio, it ranges from 1.03 to 2.35 with an unweighted aver-
age of 1.56± 0.03 (see Tabs. A.2 and A.3). The relation be-
tween Tmb(312–211/303–202) and H2CO optical depth, indicated
by Sasselov & Rucinski (1990) in their Figure 2, suggests that
for at least 30% of our sample (Tmb(312–211/303–202). 1.19) the
ortho-H2CO312–211 and 313–212 lines are optically thick (τ& 5).
3.4. Kinetic temperature
As discussed in Section 1, the intensity ratios of H2CO lines in-
volving different Ka ladders yield estimates of the kinetic tem-
perature of the gas (Mangum & Wootten 1993). For our ob-
served transitions of H2CO, para-H2CO321–220/303–202, 322–
221/303–202, 422–321/404–303, and 423–322/404–303 ratios can be
useful thermometers to derive the kinetic temperature. Para-
H2CO322–221/303–202 and 321–220/303–202 ratios trace the ki-
netic temperature with an uncertainty of .25% below 50K
(Mangum & Wootten 1993). Para-H2CO422–321/404–303 and
423–322/404–303 ratios trace the kinetic temperature with an un-
certainty of .25% below 75K (Mangum & Wootten 1993). The
para-H2CO322–221/303–202 and 423–322/404–303 line ratios are
slightly affected by the spatial density (not shown here; for para-
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Fig. 3. Example of RADEX non-LTE modelling of the N(H2CO)–n(H2)
relation for AGAL008.684−00.367 at a kinetic temperature of 55K
(see Sect. 3.4). Black dashed and solid lines are para-H2CO404–303 in-
tegrated intensities and para-H2CO404–303/303–202 integrated intensity
ratios, respectively. To the measured parameters, para-H2CO404–303
integrated intensity (orange solid and dashed lines represent observed
value and uncertainty) and para-H2CO404–303/303–202 integrated inten-
sity ratio (white solid and dashed lines) are corrected by the relevant
beam-filling factors (see Tab. A.6). The colour map shows the optical
depth of the para-H2CO303–202 line. The purple line in the upper green
area corresponds to optical depth τ(para-H2CO303–202)= 1.0.
H2CO322–221/303–202 see Lindberg et al. 2015 and Tang et al.
2017a). Therefore in this work we use the para-H2CO321–
220/303–202 and 422–321/404–303 integrated intensity ratios to de-
rive the kinetic temperature, which also have been used for the
Galactic central molecular zone (CMZ) clouds (Ginsburg et al.
2016; Immer et al. 2016).
We ran RADEX to calculate the observed para-H2CO321–
220/303–202, 422–321/404–303, and 404–303/303–202 integrated in-
tensity ratios corrected by the relevant beam-filling factors as-
suming these transitions of para-H2CO are optically thin (see
Sect. 3.3). In Figure 4, an example is presented to show how
the parameters are constrained by the line ratio distribution of
para-H2CO, accounting for different beam-filling factors in the
Tkin–n(H2) parameter space. We used the column density de-
rived from the para-H2CO404–303 integrated intensity and para-
H2CO404–303/303–202 ratio accounting for the beam-filling fac-
tors derived in Section 3.2 to constrain the kinetic tempera-
ture. Figure 4 shows that para-H2CO321–220/303–202 and 422–
321/404–303 line ratios are sensitive to the gas kinetic temperature
(see the black solid lines in Fig. 4), while being relatively inde-
pendent of spatial density. The integrated intensity ratio I′(404–
303)/I′(303–202) is sensitive to the gas spatial density at high
temperature (Tkin > 40K), where the I′(404–303)/I′(303–202) ratio
becomes relatively independent of kinetic temperature. At low
temperature (Tkin < 40K), this ratio is influenced almost entirely
by the gas kinetic temperature because Tkin becomes lower than
the excitation difference of the involved states. Therefore, para-
H2CO321–220/303–202 and 422–321/404–303 ratios combined with
the para-H2CO 404–303/303–202 ratio are good tracers to con-
strain kinetic temperature and spatial density of dense gas in
warm regions (gas temperature >30K, for lower Tkin the levels
of the J = 3–2 and 4–3 Ka > 0 lines are too far above the ground
Fig. 4. Example of RADEX non-LTE modelling of the para-H2CO ki-
netic temperature for AGAL008.684−00.367. Black solid and dashed
lines are para-H2CO integrated intensity ratios. Para-H2CO404–303/303–
202 (blue solid and dashed lines represent observed value and uncer-
tainty, accounting for different beam-filling factors), 321–220/303–202
and 422–321/404–303 integrated intensity ratios (top and bottom, red
solid and dashed lines) for a para-H2CO column density 2.8× 1013 cm−2
are derived from the para-H2CO404–303 integrated intensity and para-
H2CO404–303/303–202 ratio (see Sect. 3.3).
state) of massive star-forming clumps. Because the two J = 4,
Ka = 2 levels are located 80–90K above the ground state (see
Tab. 1), the radiative transfer models start to become insensitive
to temperatures in excess of 150K. Hence, temperatures >150K
have to be considered sceptically and should cautiously be in-
terpreted as&150K (Mangum & Wootten 1993; Ginsburg et al.
2016; Immer et al. 2016). The derived kinetic temperatures are
listed in TableA.6.
We note a para-H2CO321–220/303–202 ratio bump at kinetic
temperature >50K and spatial density 105.5−7.0 cm−3 in Figure 4
(or see Figure 13 in Mangum & Wootten (1993) and Figure F.1
in Lindberg et al. (2015)) because the excitation temperature of
the para-H2CO321–220 line rises much faster than that of the
para-H2CO303–202 line with increasing spatial density and/or
kinetic temperature (Mangum & Wootten 1993). Kinetic tem-
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peratures obtained for a given para-H2CO321–220/303–202 ra-
tio vary more than by &20% at kinetic temperature >60K and
spatial density 105.0−7.0 cm−3. This large "bump" in the para-
H2CO321–220/303–202 contour (see Fig. 4 upper panel) probably
leads to an overestimate of the kinetic temperature from the para-
H2CO321–220/303–202 ratio. Para-H2CO422–321/404–303 is also
influenced by a bump, this time at kinetic temperature >100K
and spatial density 105.5−7.0 cm−3 (see Fig. 4 lower panel or Fig-
ure 13 in Mangum & Wootten 1993). Kinetic temperatures de-
rived from the para-H2CO422–321/404–303 ratio vary less than
.20% for Tkin < 150K and spatial density 105.0−7.0 cm−3. It ap-
pears that the para-H2CO422–321/404–303 ratio is more stable
and accurate to trace gas kinetic temperature than the para-
H2CO321–220/303–202 ratio at Tkin < 150K and spatial density
105.0−7.0 cm−3.
A comparison of kinetic temperatures derived from both
para-H2CO321–220/303–202 and 422–321/404–303 ratios suggests
that the two ratios trace similar temperatures (see Fig. 5). It
might have been expected, for example by analogy to NH3
(e.g. Henkel et al. 1987; Mangum et al. 2013a; Gong et al.
2015a,b), that higher excited H2CO transitions lead to higher
Tkin values. Some of the similar kinetic temperatures derived
from the para-H2CO321–220/303–202 and 422–321/404–303 ratios
(Fig. 5) might be caused by the para-H2CO321–220/303–202 ra-
tio bump (Fig. 4, top panel). This excitation effect in the para-
H2CO321–220/303–202 ratio may result in an overestimate of the
kinetic temperature derived from this ratio with large uncer-
tainty (&20% at kinetic temperature >60K) at spatial density
105.5−7.0 cm−3.
The para-H2CO line intensity ratios 322–221/303–202, 321–
220/303–202, 423–322/404–303 and 422–321/404–303 can also pro-
vide a measurement of the kinetic temperature of the gas assum-
ing local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). The kinetic tem-
perature can be calculated from these para-H2CO transition ra-
tios if the lines are optically thin (see Sect. 3.3) and originate
from a high density region (Mangum & Wootten 1993). Follow-















where I(303–202)/I(321–220) and I(404–303)/I(422–321) are the
para-H2CO integrated intensity ratios. The results of the kinetic
temperature calculations from the para-H2CO303–202/321–220
and 404–303/422–321 integrated intensity ratios are listed in Ta-
ble A.6. If the assumption of optically thin emission is correct,
the kinetic temperatures derived from this method have an un-
certainty of .30% (Mangum & Wootten 1993). We also com-
pared the kinetic temperatures derived from LTE and RADEX
non-LTE calculations (see Fig. 5). It appears that Tnon−LTE is con-
sistently higher than TLTE by .25%. This might be caused by
the fact that at densities of 106.5 cm−3 (see Sect. 3.5) thermaliza-
tion is not yet reached (Mangum & Wootten 1993). Therefore,
higher Tkin values are needed to compensate for this effect, lead-
ing to lower excitation temperatures, and to reproduce data.
3.5. Spatial density and column density
As described in Section 1, with the kinetic temperature approxi-
mately known, the relative intensity ratio of H2CO lines involv-
Fig. 5. Top panel: Comparison of kinetic temperatures derived from
para-H2CO321–220/303–202 and 422–321/404–303 ratios. The dashed line
is the result from an unweighed linear fit, Tkin(422−321/404−303) =
(0.9 ± 0.1) × Tkin(321−220/303−202) + (5.8 ± 7.8), with a correlation co-
efficient, R, of 0.85. Middle and bottom panels: Comparisons of kinetic
temperatures derived from LTE and RADEX non-LTE calculations for
para-H2CO321–220/303–202 and 422–321/404–303 ratios, respectively. The
temperature uncertainties are obtained from observed para-H2CO line
ratio errors. Solid lines indicate equal temperatures.
ing the same Ka ladders yields estimates of the spatial density of
the gas (Henkel et al. 1980, 1983; Mangum & Wootten 1993).
For our observed transitions of H2CO, para-H2CO404–303/303–
202, 422–321/321–220 (or 422–321/322–221), and 423–322/322–221
(or 423–322/321–220) ratios are good densitometers to derive the
spatial density. The para-H2CO 303-202 and 404–303 lines are the
strongest of the 218 GHz and 291 GHz transitions, respectively,
and they are nearly all detected in our sample (see Tab. 2). Hence,
we use the para-H2CO404–303/303–202 integrated intensity ratio
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Fig. 6. Column density N(para-H2CO) and fractional abundance X(para-H2CO) vs. column density N(H2) (a, b), spatial density n(H2) (c, d),
kinetic temperature Tkin(para-H2CO422–321/404–303) (e, f), bolometric luminosity (g, h), mass of clump (i, j), and luminosity-to-mass Lbol/Mclump
ratio (k, l). The column density and spatial density uncertainties are obtained from observed para-H2CO line brightness temperature and line ratio
errors. The straight lines are the results from unweighed linear fits yielding the given correlation coefficients, R, in the lower right corner of each
panel.
Table 3. Averaged parameters in various stages of the massive clumps.
Stage Tkin n(H2) N(para-H2CO) X(para-H2CO) ∆v(para-H2CO404–303)
K ×106 cm−3 ×1013 cm−2 ×10−10 km s−1
70w 52 ± 6 1.2 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.6 1.8 ± 0.7 3.9 ± 0.4
IRw 73 ± 4 1.7 ± 0.4 2.7 ± 0.4 2.7 ± 0.2 4.8 ± 0.2
IRb 81 ± 6 1.2 ± 0.1 7.2 ± 2.1 4.3 ± 0.4 4.9 ± 0.3
H II region 110 ± 8 1.8 ± 0.4 16.9 ± 0.3 4.9 ± 0.6 7.4 ± 0.4
average 91 ± 4 1.5 ± 0.1 8.0 ± 1.3 3.9 ± 0.2 5.3 ± 0.2
to derive the spatial density, which has also been used in molec-
ular clouds of the Galactic CMZ (Immer et al. 2016).
We ran RADEX to obtain para-H2CO column densities and
spatial density, and calculated the observed para-H2CO303–202
and 404–303 integrated intensities in K km s−1 units corrected by
the relevant beam-filling factors (I→I′). In Figure 3, an exam-
ple is presented to show how the parameters are constrained
by the corrected integrated line intensity and integrated line in-
tensity ratio distribution of para-H2CO in the N(para-H2CO)–
n(H2) parameter space. This figure shows that at low column
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density (N(para-H2CO)< 5× 1014 cm−2) the I′(404–303)/I′(303–
202) ratio accounting for different beam-filling factors (see the
black solid lines) is sensitive to the gas spatial density and be-
comes relatively independent of the para-H2CO column density,
while the kinetic temperature is kept constant at ∼55K (which
is close to the actual temperature; see above). At high column
density (N(para-H2CO)> 5× 1014 cm−2) the I′(404–303)/I′(303–
202) ratio does not appear to be sensitive to the gas spatial den-
sity and becomes dependent on the column density because the
para-H2CO 303–202 transition starts to become optically thick
(Mangum & Wootten 1993). The derived results of N(para-
H2CO) and spatial density are listed in Table A.6. We used the
same method to obtain ortho-H2CO column densities with the
observed ortho-H2CO (312–211 and 313–212) integrated intensi-
ties, adopting kinetic temperature and spatial density derived
from para-H2CO line ratios (see Sect. 3.4 and above) and assum-
ing ortho- and para-H2CO originate from the same region. The
obtained results of N(ortho-H2CO) are listed in Table A.6.
As mentioned in Section 3.3, the para-H2CO322–221, 321–
220, 423–322, and 422–321 lines are optically thin, so the para-
H2CO422–321/321–220 (or 423–322/322–221) ratio is weakly af-
fected by optical depths. To further check how optical depths in-
fluence the para-H2CO404–303/303–202 ratio, we used the above
method with the para-H2CO422–321/321–220 ratio as well to
constrain spatial density. The spatial densities obtained both
from para-H2CO404–303/303–202 (typical value ∼ 1.0) and 422–
321/321–220 (typical value ∼ 1.5) ratios yield similar values
(n(H2)∼ 2× 106 cm−3), which confirms that para-H2CO303–202
and 404–303 lines are not strongly affected by saturation effects
when trying to constrain spatial density and kinetic temperature
in our sample. However, the ortho-H2CO312–211 and 313–212
lines are affected by opacities & 1 in parts of our sample (see
Sect. 3.3), so the N(ortho-H2CO)may be underestimated in these
sources.
The 870 µm continuum source angular sizes range from 22′′
to 42′′ with an average of 29′′ in our sample. If the sizes
of H2CO are much smaller than those of the 870 µm contin-
uum (and/or our beam size; see Tab. 1), the beam-filling fac-
tor is overestimated. If we assume that the H2CO to 870 µm
emission size ratio (θH2CO/θ870 µm) is 90%, 80%, and 70%, for
AGAL008.684−00.367 as an example (see Fig. 3), n(H2) de-
creases by 6%, 17%, and 23%. Mapping observations of mas-
sive clumps in CS (7-6) (Wu et al. 2010) and 350 µm contin-
uum emission (Mueller et al. 2002) show that the median ra-
tio of CS (7-6) emission size to the 350 µm continuum emission
size is ∼0.87 (Liu et al. 2016). Also considering the slightly
different beam sizes for para-H2CO303–202 and 404–303 lines
(see Sect. 3.2), we conclude that the beam-filling factor does not
strongly influence our results for n(H2) constrained from para-
H2CO404–303/303–202 line ratios.
The statistical weight ratio of ortho- and para-H2CO
and previous H2CO observations in other star-forming re-
gions suggest that the ortho-to-para H2CO abundance ra-
tio is . 3 (Kahane et al. 1984; Mangum & Wootten 1993;
Dickens & Irvine 1999; Jørgensen et al. 2005; Guzmán et al.
2011). In most of our sample (∼95%) the obtained ortho-to-para
H2CO abundance ratios (N(ortho-H2CO)/N(para-H2CO)) range
from 1.0 to 3.0 with an unweighted average of 2.0± 0.1. As-
suming that H2CO is formed in and expelled from dust grain
mantles, this ratio corresponds to a dust temperature of . 20K
(Kahane et al. 1984; Dickens & Irvine 1999).
Fig. 7. Spatial density derived from para-H2CO (404–303/303–202) vs.
luminosity-to-mass ratio Lbol/Mclump. The dashed line indicates the av-
erage spatial density.
4. Discussion
4.1. Variations of spatial density and H2CO abundance
The gas spatial densities, n(H2), derived from para-H2CO
404–303/303–202 ratios, range from 6.3× 105 to 8.3× 106 cm−3
with an unweighted average of 1.5 (±0.1)× 106 cm−3 (Tab. A.6);
these values agree with the results determined with para-
H2CO (505–404/303–202 and 524–423/322–221) and ortho-H2CO
(413–414/312–313) ratios from other star-forming regions
(Mangum & Wootten 1993; Hurt et al. 1996; McCauley et al.
2011; Lindberg et al. 2015). Mapping the same para-H2CO
transitions towards the Galactic CMZ clouds shows that the
spatial density of the widespread warm gas is constrained to
104–106 cm−3 (Immer et al. 2016). The spatial densities derived
from para-H2CO line ratios in our massive clumps overlap with
the values found for high density regions in the Galactic CMZ
clouds (see Table A.6 or Figure 6, and Figure 3 in Immer et al.
2016). The spatial density deduced from the dust indicates
103–106 cm−3 in our sample (Giannetti et al. 2017), which is
lower than the spatial densities that we obtained. This suggests
that H2CO (J = 3–2 and 4–3) traces denser gas than the dust
emission.
We derived unweighted averaged spatial densities ob-
tained from para-H2CO ratios in sources representing four
evolutionary stages consisting of 70 µm weak (70w), mid-
infrared weak (IRw), and mid-infrared bright (IRb) sources
as well as star-forming clouds with ultra-compact H II re-
gions. The unweighted averaged spatial densities n(H2) are
1.2 (±0.2)× 106, 1.7 (±0.4)× 106, 1.2 (±0.1)× 106 cm−3, and
1.8 (±0.4)× 106 cm−3 in 70w, IRw, IRb, and H II regions, respec-
tively (see Tab. 3 or Fig. 7). It seems that the averaged spatial
densities traced by the para-H2CO 404–303/303–202 ratios do not
vary significantly with the evolutionary stage of clumps. This
may indicate that the density structure does not evolve signifi-
cantly as the star formation proceeds. It also suggests that the
para-H2CO 404–303/303–202 ratio may be a good densitometer to
trace the dense gas at various stages of massive star formation.
The N(para-H2CO) value derived from the para-H2CO 404–
303/303–202 ratio ranges from 6.4× 1012 to 6.1× 1014 cm−2 with
an unweighted average of 8.0 (±1.3)× 1013 cm−2 (Tab. 3), which
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agrees with the results from other protostellar cores and star-
forming regions (Mangum & Wootten 1993; Hurt et al. 1996;
Watanabe & Mitchell 2008; Tang et al. 2017a). We also de-
rive averaged column densities of para-H2CO for the four
evolutionary stages mentioned above. The unweighted av-
erage column densities N(para-H2CO) are 1.2 (±0.6)× 1013,
2.7 (±0.4)× 1013, 7.2 (±2.1)× 1013, and 16.9 (±0.3)× 1013 cm−2
in 70w, IRw, IRb, and H II regions, respectively (see
Tab. 3). The fractional abundance X(para-H2CO)=N(para-
H2CO)/N(H2) becomes 1.0× 10−10–1.2× 10−9 with an aver-
age of 3.9 (±0.2)× 10−10, where N(H2) is derived from the
870 µm continuum emission assuming a dust absorption co-
efficient κ870 = 1.85 cm2 g−1 at 870 µm and adopting the tem-
perature obtained from the dust (König et al. 2017). Therefore
the abundance also agrees with the values found in other star
formation regions, Galactic centre clouds, and external galax-
ies (Güsten & Henkel 1983; Zylka et al. 1992; Ao et al. 2013;
Gerner et al. 2014; Tang et al. 2017a,b). The unweighted aver-
age fractional abundances X(para-H2CO) are 1.8 (±0.7)× 10−10,
2.7 (±0.2)× 10−10, 4.3 (±0.4)× 10−10, and 4.9 (±0.6)× 10−10 in
70w, IRw, IRb, and H II regions, respectively (see Tab. 3). Av-
eraged variations of fractional abundances of X(para-H2CO) in
various stages of star formation amount to nearly a factor of 3,
which agrees with observed results in other massive star for-
mation regions (van der Tak et al. 2000a,b; Gerner et al. 2014;
Tang et al. 2017a). Therefore, we confirm that H2CO can be
widely used as a probe to trace the dense gas without drastic
changes in abundance during various stages of star formation.
The column densities of para-H2CO and the fractional
abundances of X(para-H2CO) with corresponding H2 column
density, spatial density n(H2), kinetic temperature Tkin(para-
H2CO 422–321/404–303), bolometric luminosity, clump mass, and
luminosity-to-mass (Lbol/Mclump) ratio are shown in Figure 6. It
is apparent that the para-H2CO column density increases propor-
tionally to the H2 column density, gas kinetic temperature, bolo-
metric luminosity, and Lbol/Mclump ratio in the massive clumps.
The fractional abundance of X(para-H2CO) remains stable with
increasing H2 column density, spatial density, and mass of clump
(Fig. 6). Nevertheless, the scatter in X(para-H2CO) amounts to
0.1–1.2× 10−9, i.e. to a factor of ∼10. The stable (relative to
other molecular species; e.g. Tang et al. 2017b) para-H2CO
fractional abundances as a function of N(H2) indicate that H2CO
is a reliable tracer of the H2 column density.
The luminosity-to-mass ratio is a good evolutionary tracer
for massive and dense cluster-progenitor clumps (Molinari et al.
2008, 2016; Liu et al. 2013; Ma et al. 2013; Giannetti et al.
2017). The fractional abundance of X(para-H2CO) shows a weak
increasing trend with kinetic temperature, bolometric luminos-
ity, and Lbol/Mclump ratio (see Fig. 6). The H2CO abundances
seem to increase with the evolutionary stage of massive clumps.
Similar trends were seen in the massive star formation regions
studied by Gerner et al. (2014) and Immer et al. (2014). This
indicates that H2CO abundances may be enhanced by high tem-
perature, infrared radiation, and clump evolution, which would
support a scenario in which H2CO is increasingly released from
dust grains into the gas phase during the evolution of the star-
forming region.
4.2. Comparison of kinetic temperatures derived from gas
and dust
The gas kinetic temperatures derived from the para-H2CO
(321–220/303–202 and 422–321/404–303) line ratios are rather
warm, ranging from 43 to >300K with an unweighted aver-
Fig. 8. Top panel: Comparison of kinetic temperatures derived from
para-H2CO (321–220/303–202 and 422–321/404–303, cyan and blue points)
and NH3 (2,2)/(1,1) (black squares) ratios against the dust temper-
atures. NH3 kinetic temperatures are selected from Wienen et al.
(2012). The cyan and blue straight lines are the results from un-
weighed linear fits for gas temperatures derived from para-H2CO (321–
220/303–202 and 422–321/404–303, respectively. Bottom panel: Compar-
isons of gas temperatures derived from para-H2CO (422–321/404–303),
CO, NH3 (2,2)/(1,1), CH3OH, CH3CN, and CH3CCH. Temperatures of
CO, CH3OH, CH3CN, and CH3CCH are taken from Giannetti et al.
(2017). The black straight lines in both panels indicate equal tempera-
tures.
age of 91± 4K; these values agree with the results measured
with H2CO in other massive star-forming regions and Galac-
tic centre clouds (Mangum & Wootten 1993; Hurt et al. 1996;
Mangum et al. 1999; Watanabe & Mitchell 2008; Nagy et al.
2012; Ao et al. 2013; Ginsburg et al. 2016; Immer et al. 2016;
Lu et al. 2017). Most of our clumps, including the detected
70 µm weak clumps, are very warm, which indicates that there
is likely ongoing massive star formation in most of our sam-
ple. The average kinetic temperatures Tkin are high in early
evolutionary stages of the clumps (70w and IRw) (see Tab. 3),
which is consistent with previous observational results mea-
sured with para-H2CO (3–2) in star-forming regions with out-
flows (Tang et al. 2017a). Sixteen sources of our sample in early
evolutionary stages have been observed in SiO (2–1) and (5–
4) (Csengeri et al. 2016) SiO emission is detected in all these
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sources. This indicates that the dense gas probed by H2CO may
be heated by an outflow or shock. Therefore, in early evolution-
ary stages of the clumps, para-H2CO traces higher temperature
gas that may be related to gas excited by star formation activities
(e.g. outflows, shocks) (Tang et al. 2017a).
Parts of our sample have been measured in NH3 (2,2)/(1,1)
by Wienen et al. (2012). We compare gas kinetic temperatures
derived from para-H2CO and NH3 (2,2)/(1,1) against dust tem-
peratures in Figure 8. This comparison shows that the gas tem-
peratures determined from NH3 (2,2)/(1,1) agree with the dust
temperatures (also see Giannetti et al. 2017), but are lower
than those derived from para-H2CO (321–220/303–202 and 422–
321/404–303). Previous observations towards the Galactic CMZ,
dense massive clumps, and star formation regions indicate that
in many cases para-H2CO (321–220/303–202 and 422–321/404–303)
traces a higher kinetic temperature than the NH3 (2,2)/(1,1) tran-
sitions and dust (Ao et al. 2013; Ott et al. 2014; Ginsburg et al.
2016; Immer et al. 2016; Tang et al. 2017a,c). The differ-
ence is likely because the derived kinetic temperatures from
NH3 (2,2)/(1,1) may reflect an average temperature of cooler
and more diffuse gas (Henkel et al. 1987; Ginsburg et al. 2016),
while para-H2CO (J = 3–2 and 4–3) ratios trace denser and hot-
ter regions more directly associated with star formation activity
(Tang et al. 2017a,c).
Temperatures towards our selected massive clumps have
been measured with CO, CH3OH, CH3CN, and CH3CCH
(Giannetti et al. 2017). We compare gas kinetic tempera-
tures derived from para-H2CO (422–321/404–303), CO, CH3OH,
CH3CN, and CH3CCH in Figure 8. It shows that the gas tem-
peratures determined from para-H2CO are higher than those de-
rived from CO, CH3OH (cold component), CH3CN (cold com-
ponent), and CH3CCH, but are lower than those obtained from
the CH3OH and CH3CN hot components. This indicates that
para-H2CO (J = 3–2 and 4–3) ratios may trace dense gas in lay-
ers intermediate between those of CH3CCH and CH3CN (hot
component) and the latter are likely most closely related to re-
cently formed massive stars.
The dust temperatures of our sample are obtained from SED
fitting to Herschel HiGal data at 70, 160, 250, 350, and 500 µm
and ATLASGAL data at 870 µm by König et al. (2017). The re-
sults are listed in Table A.1. The derived dust temperature range
in our observed sources is 11–41K with an unweighted aver-
age of 25± 7K. Previous observations show that the tempera-
tures derived from gas and dust are often in agreement in the ac-
tive dense clumps of Galactic disk clouds (Dunham et al. 2010;
Giannetti et al. 2013; Battersby et al. 2014), but do not agree in
the Galactic CMZ (Güsten et al. 1981; Ao et al. 2013; Ott et al.
2014; Ginsburg et al. 2016; Immer et al. 2016; Lu et al. 2017).
As in the CMZ, the gas kinetic temperatures derived from para-
H2CO show higher values than the dust temperature with no ap-
parent correlation (correlation coefficient R∼ 0.2) between Tdust
and Tgas (see Fig. 8).
It is commonly expected that the gas and dust are ther-
mally coupled in the densest regions (n(H2)> 104.5 cm−3)
(Goldsmith 2001) because at such densities interactions be-
tween dust and gas become sufficiently frequent. The dust emis-
sion at mid-infrared (MIR) emission traces primarily warm
dust components (Helou 1986). Dust temperatures derived
from MIR multi-filter data agree with gas temperatures de-
rived from multi-inversion transitions of NH3 in external galax-
ies (Melo et al. 2002; Tomono et al. 2006; Ao et al. 2011;
Mauersberger et al. 2003). Combining the MIR data for our
sample, the fit of the warm gas emission in the SED shows
a cold and a warm component (see König et al. 2017). Our
Fig. 9. Line width of the para-H2CO (404–303) transition vs. bolometric
luminosity of the measured sources. The straight line is the result from
an unweighed linear fit.
dust temperatures are taken from the cold component of
the SED fitted results. Dust emission at far-infrared (FIR)
emission originates primarily from colder dust components
that may not be directly associated with star formation ac-
tivity (Schnee et al. 2009; Bendo et al. 2012; Mangum et al.
2013a), therefore the dust temperatures derived from FIR mea-
surements rarely exceed 50K in star formation regions of
our Galaxy and external galaxies (e.g. Henkel et al. 1986;
Gao & Solomon 2004a; Bernard et al. 2010; Mangum et al.
2013a; Guzmán et al. 2015; Merello et al. 2015; He et al.
2016; Lin et al. 2016; König et al. 2017; Yu & Xu 2016;
Tang et al. 2017a; Elia et al. 2017). This suggests that the Hi-
Gal dust emission may trace colder dust components that may
not be used as a proxy for dust and gas kinetic temperatures (at
least traced by H2CO) in dense regions with massive star forma-
tion activity.
4.3. Line width-luminosity relation
The observed line widths of para-H2CO (404–303) range from 1.2
to 12.8 km s−1 with an unweighted average of 5.3± 0.2 km s−1.
Using a mean unweighted kinetic temperature Tkin ∼ 91K and
averaged line widths of H2CO, the thermal and non-thermal line










T, where k is the Boltzmann constant, Tkin is
the kinetic temperature of the gas, mH2CO is the mass of the
formaldehyde molecule, and ∆v is the measured FWHM line
width of H2CO. The thermal line width is significantly lower





where µ= 2.37 is the mean molecular weight for molecu-
lar clouds and mH is the mass of the hydrogen atom) is
∼0.54 km s−1 at temperature 91K; hence, the Mach number
(given as M =σNT/as) is 4.2, which agrees with the results
of the high-mass clumps (mean value ∼ 3.5 derived from
NH3; Wienen et al. 2012) and the Bolocam Galactic Plane Sur-
vey (BGPS) sources (mean value ∼ 3.2 derived from NH3;
Dunham et al. 2011). This indicates that these massive clumps
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are turbulent and H2CO line widths are influenced strongly by
supersonic non-thermal motions in our samples.
Previous observations of NH3 (Wouterloot et al. 1988;
Myers et al. 1991; Harju et al. 1993; Ladd et al. 1994;
Molinari et al. 1996; Jijina et al. 1999; Wu et al. 2006;
Urquhart et al. 2011, 2015), C18O (Saito et al. 2001;
Ridge et al. 2003; Maud et al. 2015), and 13CO (Wang et al.
2009; Lundquist et al. 2015) suggest that the line width is cor-
related with luminosity, which indicates the presence of a link
between formed stars and velocity dispersion. We investigate the
line width-luminosity relation in the case of the dense gas tracer
H2CO. We plot the line width-luminosity relation in Figure
9. For the line width of para-H2CO (404–303) and bolometric
luminosity, the least squares linear fit result is
log∆v(H2CO 404−303) = (0.11 ± 0.01) × logLbol
+(0.23 ± 0.06). (3)
The correlation coefficient, R, is 0.64. Other transitions of H2CO
show similar ∆v(H2CO)-Lbol correlations (not shown here). The
slope (0.11± 0.01) of the ∆v(H2CO)-Lbol correlation agrees with
previous results found with C18O (Saito et al. 2001) and 13CO
(Wang et al. 2009), but is lower than that found with NH3
(Wouterloot et al. 1988; Myers et al. 1991; Jijina et al. 1999;
Wu et al. 2006; Urquhart et al. 2011, 2015). The correlation ap-
pears consistent with the idea that the internal velocity dispersion
of the dense clumps can be used to determine the mass of the
formed stars (Saito et al. 2001).
We also derive averaged line widths of para-H2CO (404–303)
discriminating between the four evolutionary stages introduced
in Section 2. The unweighted averaged line widths are 3.9± 0.4,
4.8± 0.2, 4.9± 0.3, and 7.4± 0.4 km s−1 in 70w, IRw, IRb, and
H II regions, respectively (see Tab. 3). It seems that the veloc-
ity dispersion slightly increases with the first three evolutionary
stages, 70w, IRw, and IRb. A significant change appears to occur
between the first three and the fourth (H II) evolutionary stage.
This suggests that the more evolved and more luminous objects
tend to be associated with more turbulent molecular cloud struc-
tures (Wang et al. 2009).
4.4. Non-thermal velocity dispersion-temperature relation
Previous observations of NH3 and H2CO (e.g. Wouterloot et al.
1988; Molinari et al. 1996; Jijina et al. 1999; Wu et al. 2006;
Urquhart et al. 2011, 2015; Wienen et al. 2012; Lu et al. 2014;
Immer et al. 2016; Tang et al. 2017c) suggest that the line width
is correlated with kinetic temperature. It is suggested that the
correlation between kinetic temperature and line width is due
to a conversion of turbulent energy into heat in the Galactic
central clouds (e.g. Güsten et al. 1985; Ginsburg et al. 2016;
Immer et al. 2016).
Here we examine whether there is a relationship between tur-
bulence and temperature in our massive clumps. We adopt the
non-thermal velocity dispersion (σNT) of para-H2CO in good ap-
proximation as proxy for the turbulence, and the kinetic tempera-
tures of para-H2CO (321–220/303–202 and 422–321/404–303) as the
gas kinetic temperature (see Fig. 10). For the non-thermal veloc-
ity dispersion of para-H2CO and kinetic temperature, the least
squares linear fit results are listed in Table 4. The non-thermal ve-
locity dispersion of para-H2CO is significantly positively corre-
lated with the gas kinetic temperature by a power law of the form
Tkin ∝σ
0.66−1.06
NT , which is consistent with results found with NH3
and H2CO in other star formation regions (Wouterloot et al.
1988; Molinari et al. 1996; Jijina et al. 1999; Wu et al. 2006;
Fig. 10. Non-thermal velocity dispersion (σNT) vs. gas kinetic tempera-
ture for para-H2CO. For the top panel, gas kinetic temperatures were de-
rived from para-H2CO321–220/303–202 line ratios. For the bottom panel,
the gas kinetic temperatures were derived from para-H2CO422–321/404–
303 line ratios. The straight lines are results from unweighed linear fits.
Urquhart et al. 2011, 2015; Wienen et al. 2012; Lu et al. 2014;
Tang et al. 2017c). The gas is heated by turbulent energy ac-
cording to the approximate relation Tkin ∝ ∆v0.8−1.0 (gas kinetic
temperature measured with NH3 and H2CO) in molecular clouds
of the Galactic centre (Güsten et al. 1985; Mauersberger et al.
1987; Immer et al. 2016), which is consistent with our result
(only in terms of slope, not of intercept and absolute value). All
this implies that the gas may be heated by turbulent motions in
our massive clumps on scales of ∼0.1–1.8 pc.
Recent para-H2CO mapping observations of molecular
clouds in the Galactic CMZ show that the warm dense
gas is heated most likely by turbulence (Ao et al. 2013;
Ginsburg et al. 2016; Immer et al. 2016). Following the method
applied by Tang et al. (2017c) in their Equation (2),
3.3 × 10−27 n σ3NT L
−1 = 4 × 10−33 n2 T 1/2turb(Tturb − Tdust)
+ 6 × 10−29 n1/2 T 3turb dv/dr, (4)
where the gas density n is in units of cm−3, the velocity
gradient dv/dr is in units of km s−1pc−1, the one-dimensional
non-thermal velocity dispersion σNT is in units of km s−1,
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Table 4.Kinetic temperature vs. H2CO non-thermal velocity dispersion.
Transition Tkin–σNT(H2CO)
Slope Intercept R
p-H2CO 303–202 0.66 (0.15) 1.70 (0.06) 0.52
p-H2CO 321–220 0.90 (0.11) 1.66 (0.04) 0.73
p-H2CO 404–303 0.97 (0.12) 1.59 (0.04) 0.70
p-H2CO 422–321 1.06 (0.10) 1.56 (0.04) 0.78
Notes. The format of the regression fits is logTkin = Slope ×
logσNT(H2CO) + Intercept. The value R is the correlation coefficient
for the linear fit.
and the cloud size L is in units of pc; we determined the
gas kinetic temperature caused by turbulent energy. We com-
puted the gas kinetic temperature assuming turbulent heat-
ing dominates the heating process. We assumed a cloud size
of ∼1 pc (e.g. Dunham et al. 2010, 2011; Rosolowsky et al.
2010; Urquhart et al. 2014; He et al. 2015; Wienen et al.
2015; König et al. 2017; Yuan et al. 2017), a velocity gradi-
ent dv/dr= 1 km s−1pc−1, the above-mentioned (Sect. 4.3) aver-
aged non-thermal velocity dispersion of 2.25 km s−1 measured
with H2CO, and an averaged gas spatial density ∼106 cm−3 de-
rived from H2CO line intensity ratios (Sect. 3.5). If the aver-
aged dust temperature (Tdust ∼ 25K; derived from HiGal and
ATLASGAL data; see Sect. 4.2) and averaged gas tempera-
ture (Tkin ∼ 91K; derived from the para-H2CO line ratios; see
Sect. 4.2) are adopted as the dust temperatures, the gas kinetic
temperatures due to turbulence motions Tturb, are 55 and 88K,
respectively. The obtained Tturb values are slightly lower than the
averaged gas kinetic temperature (Tkin ∼ 91K) derived from the
para-H2CO line ratios. This indicates that turbulent heating sig-
nificantly contributes to gas temperature in these massive clumps
on scales of ∼0.1–1.8 pc, which agrees with previous observa-
tional results with H2CO in the Orion molecular cloud 1 (OMC-
1; Tang et al. 2017c). Apparently, turbulent heating plays an im-
portant role in heating the dense gas in massive star-forming
clumps (Pan & Padoan 2009).
4.5. Correlation of gas temperature with luminosity
Previous observations of our selected massive clump temper-
atures determined from CO, NH3, CH3CN, CH3CCH, and
CH3OH (Wienen et al. 2012; Giannetti et al. 2014, 2017) sug-
gest that these clumps are heated by radiation from internal mas-
sive stars. The comparison between the kinetic temperature and
luminosity further helps us to understand the internal heating of
embedded infrared sources upon their surrounding dense gas.
To investigate how the kinetic temperatures traced by para-
H2CO correlate with luminosity in these massive clumps, we
compared the gas kinetic temperature to the bolometric lumi-
nosity obtained from MSX, WISE, Herschel HiGal and AT-
LASGAL data (König et al. 2017). A comparison between gas
kinetic temperatures derived from para-H2CO (321–220/303–202
and 422–321/404–303) and the bolometric luminosity is shown in
Figure 11. The least squares linear fit results are
logLbol = (2.53 ± 0.54) × logTkin(321−220/303−202)
−(0.39 ± 1.06) (5)
and
logLbol = (2.46 ± 0.52) × logTkin(422−321/404−303)
−(0.32 ± 0.99), (6)
Fig. 11. Kinetic temperatures derived from para-H2CO (321–220/303–202
and 422–321/404–303, black squares and blue points) vs. bolometric lu-
minosity. The straight lines are the results from unweighed linear fits.
Fig. 12. Kinetic temperatures derived from para-H2CO (321–220/303–202
and 422–321/404–303, black squares and blue points) vs. luminosity-to-
mass ratio Lbol/Mclump. The straight lines are the results from unweighed
linear fits for clumps with Lbol/Mclump & 10 L⊙/M⊙.
with correlation coefficients, R, of 0.53 and 0.50, respectively.
This shows that higher temperatures traced by H2CO are associ-
ated with more luminous sources. This result is expected if dense
gas probed by H2CO is illuminated or heated by massive stars in-
side or adjacent to the clouds. The correlations between gas tem-
perature and bolometric luminosity are weak. The bolometric
luminosity and gas temperature derived from para-H2CO are re-
lated by a power law of the form Lbol ∝ T 2.5±0.5kin , where the power-
law index is not very far from that of the Stefan-Boltzmann law
(L∝ T 4kin). This also suggests that the dense gas is heated most
likely by activity from associated massive stars.
Mapping NH3 observations of massive star formation re-
gions (Lu et al. 2014; Urquhart et al. 2015) shows that in some
cases the gas is heated by radiation from external sources. Owing
to a lack of H2CO source structure information for our sample,
we cannot exclude that external heating is contributing in some
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Fig. 13. Mclump vs. L′H2CO for eight transition lines of H2CO. Black squares indicate clumps classified as early stage (70w and IRw) and blue circles
indicate clumps classified as late stage (IRb and H II regions) (see Sect. 2 for an introduction to these sources). The black, blue, and red lines are
the results from linear fits for early stage, late stage, and all sources, respectively.
sources of our sample. Therefore, a detailed mapping study of
the temperature structure of our structure using formaldehyde is
needed. We intend to map a part of our sample with formalde-
hyde to reveal details of the gas heating mechanism in the future.
4.6. Gas temperature and clump evolution
To investigate whether the kinetic temperatures traced by para-
H2CO are influenced by massive young stellar objects (YSOs) at
different evolutionary stages, we derived averaged kinetic tem-
peratures obtained from the para-H2CO (422–321/404–303) ratios
for the four evolutionary stages outlined in Section 2. The un-
weighted average kinetic temperatures Tkin are 52± 6, 73± 4,
81± 6, and 110± 8K in 70w, IRw, IRb, and H II regions, re-
spectively (see Tab. 3). From this it is clear that the averaged
gas kinetic temperature increases with the evolutionary stage,
which confirms the trends measured with CO, NH3, CH3CN,
CH3CCH, CH3OH, and dust emission in our sample and in
other massive star-forming clumps (Giannetti et al. 2014, 2017;
Guzmán et al. 2015; Molinari et al. 2016; He et al. 2016;
Yu & Xu 2016; König et al. 2017; Yuan et al. 2017; Elia et al.
2017). This indicates that the gas temperature probed by para-
H2CO is related to the evolution of the clumps.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, the luminosity-to-mass ratio,
Lbol/Mclump, is a good evolutionary tracer for massive and dense
cluster-progenitor clumps, which defines a continuous evolu-
tionary sequence in time. We plot the relation between kinetic
temperature derived from para-H2CO (321–220/303–202 and 422–
321/404–303) ratios and Lbol/Mclump ratios in Figure 12. The plot
shows that the kinetic temperature traced by para-H2CO is in-
deed a rising function of the luminosity-to-mass ratio, which
is consistent with results found from CH3CN, CH3CCH, and
CH3OH in massive star-forming clumps (Molinari et al. 2016;
Giannetti et al. 2017).
It seems that massive stars reach the main sequence
above a threshold of Lbol/Mclump ∼ 10L⊙/M⊙ (Giannetti et al.
2017), thus strongly increasing their energy output. The
Lbol/Mclump & 10 L⊙/M⊙ clumps are associated with IRb
and H II regions in our sample (also see Giannetti et al.
2017), indicating late evolutionary stages (see Tab. A.1).
For Lbol/Mclump & 10L⊙/M⊙, the gas temperature and the
luminosity-to-mass ratio are related by power laws of the form
logTkin(321−220/303−202) = (0.14 ± 0.05) × log(Lbol/Mclump)
+(1.79 ± 0.09) (7)
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Fig. 14. Lbol vs. L′H2CO for eight transition lines of H2CO. Black squares indicate clumps classified as early stage (70w and IRw) and blue circles
indicate clumps classified as late stage (IRb and H II regions). The black, blue, and red lines are the results from linear fits for early stage, late
stage, and all sources, respectively.
and
logTkin(422−321/404−303) = (0.16 ± 0.04) × log(Lbol/Mclump)
+(1.68 ± 0.08), (8)
with correlation coefficients, R, of 0.37 and 0.45, respectively.
The power-law indices are consistent with those derived from
CH3CN, CH3CCH, and CH3OH in our and other massive clumps
(T ∝ (Lbol/Mclump)0.12−0.22, Molinari et al. 2016; Giannetti et al.
2017). A correlation between gas temperature and Lbol/Mclump
ratio indicates that the dense gas appears to be heated by the
newly formedmassive stars during the late evolutionary stages of
clumps. The Lbol/Mclump < 10 L⊙/M⊙ clumps are well associated
with 70w and IRw indicating earlier evolutionary stages. For
these sources the relation of gas temperature with the Lbol/Mclump
ratio does not follow the above trend. The temperature in these
sources may not yet be greatly affected by the gas that is heated
by internal power sources (Molinari et al. 2016). Instead it may
be related to gas excited by star formation activities, such as out-
flows and shocks (Tang et al. 2017a).
4.7. Comparisons of H2CO luminosity, bolometric luminosity,
and clump mass
The line luminosities of dense molecular gas tracers (e.g.
HCN, CS, and HCO+) are found to be approximately lin-
early correlated with far-infrared luminosities (LFIR ∝ Lmolecule)
in both Galactic dense clumps and galaxies (Gao & Solomon
2004a,b; Wu et al. 2005, 2010; Schenck et al. 2011; Ma et al.
2013; Zhang et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2016; Stephens et al. 2016),
which indicates a link between the SFR represented by infrared
luminosities and dense molecular gas mass indicated by molec-
ular line luminosities. Line luminosities of dense molecular gas
(e.g. HCN, CS, HCO+, N2H+, SO) appear to be linearly re-
lated to the mass of dense gas most relevant to star formation
(Wu et al. 2010; Reiter et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2016).
Observations of H2CO K-doublet transitions (∆J = 0,
∆Ka = 0, ∆Kc =±1) in our Galaxy and external galaxies show
that H2CO traces a denser, more compact component of molec-
ular clouds than low-excitation transitions of CO or HCN
(Mangum et al. 1993, 2008, 2013b). Our selected H2CO tran-
sitions may have similar characteristics. The critical densities
of H2CO 313-212, 312-211, 303–202, and 404–303 transitions are
∼4× 105, ∼6× 105, ∼6× 105, and ∼1× 106 cm−3 (at kinetic tem-
perature 50K; Shirley 2015), respectively. Following Wu et al.
(2005) and assuming Gaussian brightness distributions for the
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Table 5. Clump mass and bolometric luminosity vs. H2CO line luminosity.
Transition Sample Mclump-L′H2CO Lbol-L
′
H2CO
Slope Intercept R Slope Intercept R
70w+IRw 0.70 (0.06) 2.57 (0.06) 0.88 0.96 (0.11) 2.98 (0.10) 0.82
o-H2CO 313–212 IRb+H II 0.99 (0.05) 2.09 (0.06) 0.93 1.10 (0.10) 3.66 (0.12) 0.84
all 0.78 (0.05) 2.40 (0.05) 0.88 1.19 (0.09) 3.24 (0.10) 0.80
70w+IRw 0.63 (0.07) 2.71 (0.06) 0.83 0.91 (0.10) 3.14 (0.09) 0.82
o-H2CO 312–211 IRb+H II 0.98 (0.05) 2.17 (0.06) 0.94 1.08 (0.10) 3.75 (0.11) 0.84
all 0.72 (0.05) 2.53 (0.05) 0.84 1.16 (0.09) 3.37 (0.09) 0.81
70w+IRw 0.64 (0.07) 2.79 (0.06) 0.82 0.94 (0.10) 3.25 (0.08) 0.83
p-H2CO 303–202 IRb+H II 1.01 (0.06) 2.32 (0.05) 0.93 1.11 (0.11) 3.92 (0.10) 0.83
all 0.74 (0.05) 2.63 (0.04) 0.84 1.19 (0.09) 3.55 (0.08) 0.81
70w+IRw 0.77 (0.07) 3.02 (0.05) 0.93 0.84 (0.13) 3.99 (0.08) 0.85
p-H2CO 322–221 IRb+H II 0.94 (0.05) 2.84 (0.03) 0.94 1.03 (0.10) 4.49 (0.07) 0.83
all 0.86 (0.04) 2.91 (0.03) 0.93 1.05 (0.09) 4.35 (0.06) 0.82
70w+IRw 0.89 (0.08) 3.01 (0.04) 0.93 0.95 (0.20) 3.90 (0.11) 0.75
p-H2CO 321–220 IRb+H II 0.93 (0.05) 2.86 (0.03) 0.94 1.02 (0.10) 4.51 (0.06) 0.84
all 0.90 (0.04) 2.91 (0.03) 0.93 1.09 (0.11) 4.32 (0.07) 0.79
70w+IRw 0.63 (0.07) 2.82 (0.05) 0.83 0.91 (0.10) 3.26 (0.08) 0.83
p-H2CO 404–303 IRb+H II 0.95 (0.05) 2.33 (0.04) 0.94 1.03 (0.08) 3.95 (0.08) 0.86
all 0.73 (0.05) 2.61 (0.04) 0.85 1.11 (0.08) 3.59 (0.07) 0.82
70w+IRw 0.82 (0.07) 2.92 (0.04) 0.93 1.11 (0.17) 3.67 (0.10) 0.80
p-H2CO 423–322 IRb+H II 0.80 (0.05) 2.73 (0.04) 0.92 0.89 (0.07) 4.38 (0.06) 0.86
all 0.79 (0.04) 2.79 (0.03) 0.91 0.98 (0.09) 4.15 (0.06) 0.79
70w+IRw 0.75 (0.09) 2.99 (0.05) 0.86 1.16 (0.17) 3.68 (0.09) 0.80
p-H2CO 422–321 IRb+H II 0.83 (0.05) 2.73 (0.04) 0.92 0.92 (0.08) 4.38 (0.06) 0.86
all 0.79 (0.05) 2.83 (0.03) 0.89 1.04 (0.09) 4.13 (0.06) 0.80
Notes. Format of the regression fits is logLbol (or logMclump) = Slope× logL′H2CO + Intercept. The value R is the correlation coefficient for the linear
fit.
sources and a Gaussian beam, H2CO line luminosities L′H2CO can
be derived with

















Here D is the distance in kpc from König et al. (2017), and θs
and θbeam are the sizes of the line emission source and of the
beam in arcsecond. As described in Section 3.5, we assume that
the extent of the H2CO emission is the same as that of the 870 µm
dust emission derived from Csengeri et al. (2014). The resulting
L′H2CO values are listed in Table A.7.
We present the correlations between clump masses and
H2CO luminosities in Figure 13. The power-law fitted results are
listed in Table 5. These show that the Mclump-L′H2CO relations are
strongly correlated and that correlation coefficients range from
0.84 to 0.93 for various H2CO transitions. The power-law corre-
lations of Mclump-L′H2CO are found to be slightly sublinear and
are consistent with results of, for example HCN, CS, HCO+,
N2H+, and SO found in massive dense clumps (Wu et al. 2010;
Reiter et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2016). This indicates that L′H2CO of
our observed eight transitions provides good tracers for the mass
of dense gas and confirms that L′molecule of dense molecular trac-
ers does reliably probe the mass of dense molecular gas.
The Lbol-L′H2CO relations are plotted in Figure 14. We fit
power-law relations of Lbol-L′H2CO for eight different H2CO tran-
sitions. The fitted results are listed in Table 5. The bolomet-
ric luminosities and the H2CO luminosities are related with a
slope range of 0.98–1.19 and correlation coefficients ranging
from 0.79 to 0.82 for different H2CO transitions. Considering the
uncertainties, the correlations are nearly linear. The correlations
of Lbol-L′H2CO for different H2CO transitions are consistent with
previous observational results of, for example, HCN, CS, HCO+,
SiO, HC3N, C2H in massive dense clumps (Wu et al. 2005,
2010; Ma et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2016; Stephens et al. 2016).
This indicates that the mass of dense molecular gas traced by
the H2CO line luminosity is well correlated with star formation.
Observations of dense clumps show that their evolution-
ary stage impacts the LIR-L′molecule relation (Liu et al. 2016;
Stephens et al. 2016). We distinguish two evolutionary classes
of clumps in their early stage (70w and IRb) and late stage
(IRb and H II regions), respectively, in Figure 14, and the power-
law fitted results are listed in Table 5. Considering uncertainties
of the fitted slopes of Lbol-L′H2CO correlations, we find approxi-
mately similar linear correlations of Lbol-L′H2CO for various tran-
sitions in both evolutionary stages of the clumps. This suggests
that the LIR-L′H2CO relations are only weakly influenced by the
evolutionary stage of the clumps in our sample. We also com-
pare the Mclump-L′H2CO relations in the two evolutionary stages
in Figure 13, and the power-law fitted results are listed in Ta-
ble 5. Apparently, clumps in an early stage are closer to sub-
linear (slopes of 0.63–0.89) and clumps in a late stage tend to
exhibit more linear slopes (0.80 to 1.01). For the early stage, the
Mclump-L′H2CO data show a larger scatter (see Fig. 13). This may
be due to some clumps with lower luminosity (<103 L⊙), which
are likely in an early evolutionary stage with large derived un-
certainties of the mass of the clump. The Mclump-L′H2CO is found
to be strongly correlated, with correlation coefficients ranging
from 0.92 to 0.94 in the late stages of clumps. This indicates
that L′H2CO (J = 3–2 and 4–3) traces well the mass of warm dense
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molecular gas associated with bright infrared emission and H II
regions in massive star-forming clumps.
5. Summary
We have measured the kinetic temperature and spatial density
with H2CO (J = 4–3) and (3–2) rotational transitions and com-
pare the derived temperatures with values obtained from NH3
with dust emission, line width, and bolometric luminosity for
the ATLASGAL TOP100 massive star-forming clumps at var-
ious evolutionary stages using the 12 m APEX telescope. The
main results are the following:
Using the RADEX non-LTE model, we derived the gas ki-
netic temperature and spatial density, modelling the measured
para-H2CO321–220/303–202, 422–321/404–303, and 404–303/303–
202 ratios. The gas kinetic temperatures derived from the para-
H2CO422–321/404–303 and 321–220/303–202 line ratios are very
warm, ranging from 43 to >300K with an unweighted average
of 91± 4K. Spatial densities of molecular gas derived from the
para-H2CO404–303/303–202 line ratios yield 0.6–8.3× 106 cm−3
with an unweighted average of 1.5 (±0.1)× 106 cm−3.
The fractional abundance X(para-H2CO) does not vary con-
siderably during the various stages of massive star forma-
tion, ranging from 1.0× 10−10 to 1.2× 10−9 with an average of
3.9 (±0.2)× 10−10, confirming that H2CO does reliably trace the
H2 column density.
The spatial densities traced by H2CO do not vary signifi-
cantly with the evolutionary stage of massive clumps. This may
indicate that the density structure does not evolve significantly
as the star formation proceeds.
A comparison of kinetic temperatures derived from para-
H2CO, NH3 (2,2)/(1,1), and the dust emission indicates that
para-H2CO traces a distinctly higher temperature than the
NH3 (2,2)/(1,1) transitions and dust.
The H2CO line widths correlate with the bolometric lumi-
nosities and increase with the evolutionary stage of the clumps,
which suggests that high luminosities tend to be associated with
more turbulent molecular cloud structures.
The non-thermal velocity dispersion of H2CO is positively
correlated with the gas kinetic temperature, which indicates that
the dense gas may be heated by dissipation of turbulent energy
in those massive clumps.
A weak positive correlation between gas temperature and
bolometric luminosity suggests that the gas might be heated by
the activity of the embedded young massive stars.
The average gas kinetic temperature clearly increases
with the evolutionary stage of the massive clumps. For
Lbol/Mclump & 10L⊙/M⊙, we find a rough correlation between
gas kinetic temperature and Lbol/Mclump ratio, which traces the
evolutionary stage of the massive clumps (Molinari et al. 2016;
Giannetti et al. 2017).
The strong correlations between H2CO line luminosities and
clump masses are approximately linear during the late evolution-
ary stages of clumps, which indicates that LH2CO (J = 3–2) and
(4–3) reliably trace the mass of warm dense molecular gas as-
sociated with bright infrared emission and H II regions. During
the earlier evolutionary stages of clumps, the correlation may be
slightly sublinear. The Mclump-L′H2CO correlation appears to be
influenced by the evolutionary stage of the clumps.
The H2CO line luminosities are nearly linearly correlated
with bolometric luminosities over about four orders of magni-
tude in Lbol of our massive clumps, suggesting that the mass of
dense molecular gas traced by the H2CO line luminosity is well
correlated with star formation. The Lbol-L′H2CO relation seems to
be weakly affected by the evolutionary stage of the clumps.
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Table A.1. Source parameters.
Sources RA(J2000) DEC(J2000) Distance Size S 870µm N(H2) Mclump Lbol Tdust Note
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ kpc arcsec Jy beam−1 cm−2 M⊙ L⊙ K
AGAL008.684−00.367 18:06:23.03 −21:37:10.8 4.8 26 4.56 8.7×1022 1.5×103 2.8×104 24.2 IRw
AGAL008.706−00.414 18:06:36.65 −21:37:16.3 4.8 36 1.02 6.1×1022 1.7×103 5.0×102 11.8 IRw
AGAL010.444−00.017 18:08:44.72 −19:54:32.8 8.6 26 2.10 5.0×1022 1.6×103 1.1×104 20.7 IRw
AGAL010.472+00.027 18:08:37.99 −19:51:47.7 8.6 22 33.22 4.7×1023 1.0×104 4.7×105 30.5 HII
AGAL010.624−00.384 18:10:28.62 −19:55:45.5 5.0 26 31.06 3.7×1023 3.8×103 4.2×105 34.5 HII
AGAL012.804−00.199 18:14:13.55 −17:55:32.0 2.4 33 31.05 3.6×1023 1.9×103 2.5×105 35.1 HII
AGAL013.178+00.059 18:14:00.59 −17:28:38.5 2.4 34 3.69 7.0×1022 3.7×102 8.3×103 24.2 70w
AGAL013.658−00.599 18:17:24.09 −17:22:10.2 4.5 26 3.92 6.3×1022 5.7×102 2.1×104 27.4 IRb
AGAL014.114−00.574 18:18:13.03 −16:57:18.6 2.6 32 3.46 7.4×1022 3.5×102 3.2×103 22.4 IRw
AGAL014.194−00.194 18:16:58.63 −16:42:16.3 3.9 28 3.29 9.5×1022 8.2×102 2.7×103 18.2 IRw
AGAL014.492−00.139 18:17:22.01 −16:25:01.1 3.9 35 2.30 1.3×1023 1.9×103 7.5×102 12.4 70w
AGAL014.632−00.577 18:19:14.65 −16:30:02.7 1.8 33 4.40 9.3×1022 2.5×102 2.8×103 22.5 IRw
AGAL015.029−00.669 18:20:22.45 −16:11:43.8 2.0 39 16.36 2.1×1023 1.2×103 1.3×105 32.9 IRb
AGAL018.606−00.074 18:25:08.22 −12:45:23.8 4.3 29 1.40 6.3×1022 8.8×102 5.9×102 13.8 IRw
AGAL018.734−00.226 18:25:56.02 −12:42:49.6 12.5 29 3.64 8.0×1022 7.9×103 7.3×104 21.9 IRw
AGAL018.888−00.474 18:27:07.41 −12:41:39.8 4.7 32 3.50 1.5×1023 2.8×103 3.2×103 14.4 IRw
AGAL019.882−00.534 18:29:14.54 −11:50:26.0 3.7 26 6.95 1.3×1023 8.0×102 1.2×104 24.2 IRb
AGAL022.376+00.447 18:30:24.06 −09:10:39.6 4.0 25 1.65 8.1×1022 6.2×102 3.2×102 13.1 IRw
AGAL023.206−00.377 18:34:54.90 −08:49:19.1 4.6 24 7.35 1.6×1023 1.3×103 1.3×104 22.1 IRw
AGAL024.629+00.172 18:35:35.54 −07:18:09.5 7.7 28 1.27 3.7×1022 1.5×103 5.0×103 18.1 IRw
AGAL028.564−00.236 18:44:17.74 −03:59:42.5 5.5 40 1.97 1.2×1023 5.4×103 1.8×103 11.7 IRw
AGAL028.861+00.066 18:43:46.04 −03:35:29.9 7.4 27 3.40 4.1×1022 1.1×103 1.6×105 34.5 IRb
AGAL030.848−00.081 18:47:55.40 −01:53:35.9 4.9 31 1.57 5.2×1022 1.2×103 3.1×103 16.7 70w
AGAL030.893+00.139 18:47:13.50 −01:45:07.7 4.9 33 1.57 9.9×1022 1.9×103 5.0×102 11.4 70w
AGAL031.412+00.307 18:47:34.29 −01:12:44.6 4.9 23 21.55 3.7×1023 3.1×103 6.9×104 26.3 HII
AGAL034.258+00.154 18:53:18.53 +01:14:57.9 1.6 26 51.03 7.0×1023 8.1×102 4.8×104 31.0 HII
AGAL034.401+00.226 18:53:18.62 +01:24:40.4 1.6 32 6.27 1.3×1023 2.8×102 3.0×103 22.8 HII
AGAL034.411+00.234 18:53:18.14 +01:25:23.8 1.6 25 10.26 1.8×1023 2.1×102 4.8×103 26.1 IRb
AGAL034.821+00.351 18:53:38.11 +01:50:27.9 1.6 35 2.51 4.7×1022 1.1×102 2.7×103 24.7 IRb
AGAL035.197−00.742 18:58:12.93 +01:40:40.6 2.2 29 11.03 1.6×1023 4.6×102 2.4×104 29.5 IRb
AGAL037.554+00.201 18:59:09.90 +04:12:17.6 6.7 27 3.52 5.4×1022 1.3×103 5.1×104 28.4 IRb
AGAL043.166+00.011 19:10:13.44 +09:06:15.8 11.1 27 56.59 ... 4.3×104 3.8×106 34.0 HII
AGAL049.489−00.389 19:23:43.69 +14:30:31.9 5.4 24 70.24 1.1×1024 1.2×104 5.6×105 29.1 HII
AGAL053.141+00.069 19:29:17.35 +17:56:21.4 1.6 26 4.39 7.9×1022 9.5×101 2.3×103 25.4 IRb
AGAL059.782+00.066 19:43:10.90 +23:44:04.4 2.2 31 4.76 7.4×1022 2.5×102 9.8×103 28.2 IRb
AGAL305.192−00.006 13:11:14.54 −62:47:27.0 3.8 29 3.15 5.4×1022 5.2×102 1.3×104 26.1 IRw
AGAL305.209+00.206 13:11:13.34 −62:34:38.6 3.8 27 13.51 1.9×1023 1.4×103 8.8×104 30.1 IRb
AGAL305.562+00.014 13:14:26.41 −62:44:25.0 3.8 27 4.23 5.3×1022 4.1×102 5.2×104 33.4 IRb
AGAL305.794−00.096 13:16:34.36 −62:49:43.4 3.8 33 1.34 4.7×1022 5.9×102 9.8×102 16.0 70w
AGAL309.384−00.134 13:47:22.66 −62:18:07.5 5.3 29 3.16 6.1×1022 1.2×103 1.6×104 24.0 IRb
AGAL310.014+00.387 13:51:38.06 −61:39:15.1 3.6 30 3.65 4.8×1022 4.2×102 5.0×104 32.2 IRb
AGAL313.576+00.324 14:20:08.33 −60:42:04.9 3.8 23 2.59 3.9×1022 1.8×102 9.4×103 29.2 IRb
AGAL316.641−00.087 14:44:18.34 −59:55:15.5 1.2 24 2.30 3.2×1022 1.8×101 9.9×102 30.6 IRb
AGAL317.867−00.151 14:53:16.66 −59:26:34.7 3.0 24 4.00 1.1×1023 3.6×102 1.6×103 19.3 IRw
AGAL318.779−00.137 14:59:33.19 −59:00:36.8 2.8 34 2.20 4.0×1022 3.6×102 6.4×103 24.9 IRw
AGAL320.881−00.397 15:14:33.14 −58:11:32.6 10.0 27 1.50 4.9×1022 2.9×103 6.1×103 16.8 70w
AGAL326.661+00.519 15:45:02.80 −54:09:11.5 1.8 29 3.60 5.6×1022 1.3×102 7.4×103 28.4 IRb
AGAL326.987−00.032 15:49:07.96 −54:23:05.1 4.0 25 2.40 7.1×1022 4.4×102 1.1×103 17.9 IRw
AGAL327.119+00.509 15:47:33.16 −53:52:39.7 5.5 27 3.36 4.5×1022 6.7×102 5.9×104 31.8 IRb
AGAL327.293−00.579 15:53:07.80 −54:37:06.4 3.1 23 49.21 7.8×1023 2.8×103 8.3×104 27.9 IRb
AGAL327.393+00.199 15:50:19.15 −53:57:04.9 5.9 28 3.15 6.4×1022 1.2×103 1.3×104 23.2 IRb
AGAL328.809+00.632 15:55:48.56 −52:43:07.8 3.0 25 23.19 2.6×1023 1.0×103 1.6×105 36.3 HII
AGAL329.029−00.206 16:00:31.18 −53:12:39.1 11.5 35 8.82 1.8×1023 1.1×104 2.2×105 23.1 IRw
AGAL329.066−00.307 16:01:09.70 −53:16:06.0 11.6 34 3.18 7.0×1022 9.1×103 7.1×104 21.9 IRb
AGAL330.879−00.367 16:10:20.31 −52:06:11.2 4.2 25 16.94 2.1×1023 1.6×103 1.5×105 33.4 HII
AGAL330.954−00.182 16:09:53.01 −51:54:55.0 9.3 23 45.01 5.7×1023 1.7×104 1.3×106 33.0 HII
AGAL331.709+00.582 16:10:05.84 −50:50:29.0 10.5 28 3.27 7.6×1022 5.1×103 3.7×104 21.0 IRw
AGAL332.094−00.421 16:16:16.56 −51:18:26.2 3.6 27 6.35 8.8×1022 6.3×102 5.9×104 30.8 IRb
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Table A.1. continued.
Sources RA(J2000) DEC(J2000) Distance Size S 870µm N(H2) Mass Lbol Tdust Note
h m s ◦ ′ ′′ kpc arcsec Jy beam−1 cm−2 M⊙ L⊙ K
AGAL332.826−00.549 16:20:10.65 −50:53:17.5 3.6 25 30.44 3.5×1023 1.9×103 2.4×105 35.7 HII
AGAL333.134−00.431 16:21:01.89 −50:35:12.8 3.6 30 21.68 2.5×1023 2.9×103 4.2×105 35.2 HII
AGAL333.284−00.387 16:21:30.34 −50:26:54.5 3.6 34 12.31 1.7×1023 2.1×103 1.3×105 30.4 HII
AGAL333.314+00.106 16:19:28.52 −50:04:43.1 3.6 28 3.28 5.7×1022 4.3×102 1.1×104 25.9 IRb
AGAL333.604−00.212 16:22:09.31 −50:06:02.4 3.6 33 32.08 3.1×1023 3.5×103 1.2×106 41.1 HII
AGAL333.656+00.059 16:21:11.56 −49:52:16.7 5.3 33 1.56 4.7×1022 1.4×103 4.3×103 17.8 70w
AGAL335.789+00.174 16:29:47.27 −48:15:51.7 3.7 28 8.25 1.5×1023 1.1×103 2.1×104 24.7 IRw
AGAL336.958−00.224 16:36:17.03 −47:40:49.6 10.9 23 1.56 5.6×1022 2.4×103 3.6×103 15.8 IRw
AGAL337.176−00.032 16:36:18.42 −47:23:24.9 11.0 32 2.36 5.1×1022 5.6×103 5.9×104 22.3 IRw
AGAL337.258−00.101 16:36:56.41 −47:22:27.2 11.0 27 2.34 5.2×1022 3.2×103 3.0×104 21.7 IRw
AGAL337.286+00.007 16:36:34.33 −47:16:48.5 9.4 34 1.18 8.4×1022 6.6×103 1.3×103 10.7 70w
AGAL337.406−00.402 16:38:50.72 −47:27:59.3 3.3 26 17.21 2.3×1023 1.1×103 8.5×104 31.8 HII
AGAL337.704−00.054 16:38:29.41 −47:00:38.6 12.3 25 12.71 2.3×1023 1.4×104 3.2×105 25.6 HII
AGAL337.916−00.477 16:41:10.42 −47:08:04.4 3.2 24 22.86 2.8×1023 1.2×103 1.3×105 34.4 IRb
AGAL338.066+00.044 16:39:28.54 −46:40:30.9 4.7 35 1.14 3.2×1022 9.6×102 3.1×103 18.5 70w
AGAL338.786+00.476 16:40:21.98 −45:51:05.8 4.5 33 1.27 7.1×1022 1.2×103 4.9×102 12.2 70w
AGAL338.926+00.554 16:40:34.17 −45:41:47.0 4.4 35 15.76 3.0×1023 6.0×103 9.4×104 24.2 IRb
AGAL339.623−00.122 16:46:06.13 −45:36:47.6 3.0 31 2.95 4.5×1022 3.2×102 1.5×104 28.7 IRb
AGAL340.374−00.391 16:50:02.57 −45:12:45.6 3.6 28 1.78 8.5×1022 7.9×102 5.1×102 13.4 IRw
AGAL340.746−01.001 16:54:03.74 −45:18:46.9 2.8 29 2.46 4.0×1022 2.1×102 7.7×103 27.1 IRb
AGAL340.784−00.097 16:50:15.10 −44:42:30.5 10.0 24 3.82 6.6×1022 2.8×103 7.2×104 26.2 IRw
AGAL341.217−00.212 16:52:17.92 −44:26:53.5 3.7 26 4.44 7.3×1022 4.9×102 1.6×104 27.0 IRb
AGAL342.484+00.182 16:55:02.06 −43:12:59.7 12.6 25 3.32 6.6×1022 4.9×103 6.4×104 23.6 IRw
AGAL343.128−00.062 16:58:17.29 −42:52:08.2 3.0 27 17.67 2.4×1023 1.2×103 7.2×104 30.9 HII
AGAL343.756−00.164 17:00:49.94 −42:26:12.8 2.9 24 10.39 2.0×1023 6.2×102 9.9×103 24.3 IRw
AGAL344.227−00.569 17:04:07.46 −42:18:41.7 2.5 25 17.26 3.8×1023 1.1×103 9.8×103 22.0 IRw
AGAL345.003−00.224 17:05:11.17 −41:29:05.1 3.0 26 16.86 2.3×1023 9.7×102 6.5×104 31.0 HII
AGAL345.488+00.314 17:04:28.06 −40:46:24.4 2.2 34 14.97 2.1×1023 9.3×102 6.1×104 30.7 HII
AGAL345.504+00.347 17:04:23.00 −40:44:21.6 2.3 30 9.89 1.3×1023 4.2×102 4.3×104 32.7 IRb
AGAL345.718+00.817 17:03:06.23 −40:17:05.0 1.6 37 3.10 6.8×1022 2.0×102 1.9×103 22.1 IRb
AGAL351.131+00.771 17:19:34.56 −35:56:46.1 1.8 32 1.10 3.1×1022 1.2×102 6.3×102 18.6 70w
AGAL351.161+00.697 17:19:56.68 −35:57:52.9 1.8 30 21.23 4.7×1023 1.2×103 8.8×103 21.9 IRb
AGAL351.244+00.669 17:20:18.86 −35:54:42.4 1.8 39 16.92 2.2×1023 8.9×102 7.8×104 32.5 IRb
AGAL351.571+00.762 17:20:51.03 −35:35:23.2 1.3 42 1.48 4.7×1022 1.6×102 4.3×102 17.0 70w
AGAL351.581−00.352 17:25:25.03 −36:12:45.4 6.8 26 24.96 4.1×1023 8.7×103 2.5×105 27.1 IRb
AGAL351.774−00.537 17:26:42.55 −36:09:20.0 1.0 25 48.81 6.5×1023 2.6×102 1.6×104 31.8 IRb
AGAL353.066+00.452 17:26:13.57 −34:31:55.7 0.9 28 1.37 4.1×1022 1.8×101 5.7×101 17.8 IRw
AGAL353.409−00.361 17:30:26.24 −34:41:48.5 3.4 35 20.03 3.1×1023 3.5×103 1.3×105 28.3 IRb
AGAL353.417−00.079 17:29:19.10 −34:32:13.1 6.1 37 0.75 2.4×1022 1.8×103 4.5×103 17.1 70w
AGAL354.944−00.537 17:35:12.03 −33:30:28.9 1.9 35 1.42 3.8×1022 1.5×102 4.8×102 19.1 70w
Notes. Parameters related to distance, H2 column density, clump mass, bolometric luminosity, and dust temperature are taken from König et al.
(2017). Source size representing full width to half power values of the 870 µm continuum and S 870µm are selected from Csengeri et al. (2014). Last
column notes are taken from König et al. (2017): 70w = 70 µm weak, IRw = mid-infrared weak, IRb = mid-infrared bright, and HII = H II region.
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Tmbdv Vlsr FWHM Tmb
∫
Tmbdv Vlsr FWHM Tmb
K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K
AGAL008.684−00.367 13.03 (0.34) 37.96 (0.10) 7.92 (0.24) 1.55 9.21 (0.12) 38.17 (0.05) 6.96 (0.10) 1.24
AGAL008.706−00.414 2.19 (0.23) 38.21 (0.27) 5.53 (0.73) 0.37 1.34 (0.10) 38.68 (0.12) 3.43 (0.29) 0.37
AGAL010.444−00.017 1.83 (0.28) 74.67 (0.44) 6.22 (1.22) 0.28 1.56 (0.13) 74.73 (0.19) 4.67 (0.46) 0.31
AGAL010.472+00.027 29.39 (0.51) 66.13 (0.08) 9.07 (0.18) 3.04 21.68 (0.24) 65.80 (0.05) 8.98 (0.11) 2.28
AGAL010.624−00.384 50.59 (0.39) -3.49 (0.03) 7.74 (0.08) 6.14 47.96 (0.19) -3.65 (0.01) 7.98 (0.04) 5.65
AGAL012.804−00.199 27.20 (0.34) 36.20 (0.05) 7.87 (0.11) 3.25 26.30 (0.18) 36.06 (0.03) 7.94 (0.06) 3.12
AGAL013.178+00.059 10.53 (0.32) 49.34 (0.08) 5.93 (0.22) 1.67 9.30 (0.16) 49.23 (0.05) 5.74 (0.12) 1.52
AGAL013.658−00.599 6.31 (0.34) 47.85 (0.15) 5.98 (0.40) 0.99 7.22 (0.27) 47.54 (0.13) 7.25 (0.37) 0.93
AGAL014.114−00.574 7.54 (0.17) 19.49 (0.03) 3.13 (0.09) 2.26 5.84 (0.14) 19.58 (0.03) 3.02 (0.09) 1.83
AGAL014.194−00.194 14.05 (0.57) 40.17 (0.14) 7.59 (0.40) 1.74 9.47 (0.18) 40.04 (0.05) 6.14 (0.14) 1.45
AGAL014.492−00.139 2.41 (0.47) 40.53 (0.47) 4.79 (1.42) 0.47 1.10 (0.15) 41.14 (0.18) 2.70 (0.48) 0.38
AGAL014.632−00.577 4.80 (0.39) 17.16 (0.07) 2.05 (0.18) 2.20 4.47 (0.17) 17.19 (0.04) 2.35 (0.10) 1.80
AGAL015.029−00.669 35.06 (0.30) 19.49 (0.02) 5.94 (0.06) 5.54 28.96 (0.20) 19.32 (0.02) 5.90 (0.05) 4.61
AGAL018.606−00.074 3.62 (0.21) 45.28 (0.11) 3.89 (0.28) 0.88 3.08 (0.15) 45.19 (0.10) 4.37 (0.27) 0.66
AGAL018.734−00.226 8.78 (0.26) 40.76 (0.08) 6.00 (0.22) 1.37 7.16 (0.16) 40.70 (0.07) 6.01 (0.17) 1.12
AGAL018.888−00.474 9.14 (0.24) 66.04 (0.08) 6.46 (0.20) 1.33 7.12 (0.18) 66.09 (0.07) 6.23 (0.19) 1.07
AGAL019.882−00.534 17.78 (0.26) 44.11 (0.04) 5.11 (0.10) 3.28 15.33 (0.01) 43.97 (0.02) 4.53 (0.05) 3.17
AGAL022.376+00.447 3.45 (0.29) 53.04 (0.19) 5.26 (0.65) 0.62 3.51 (0.19) 52.80 (0.15) 6.03 (0.44) 0.55
AGAL023.206−00.377 10.45 (0.37) 77.55 (0.18) 11.09 (0.50) 0.88 10.56 (0.23) 77.63 (0.12) 10.91 (0.29) 0.91
AGAL024.629+00.172 1.40 (0.19) 115.50 (0.23) 3.40 (0.49) 0.39 1.31 (0.16) 115.00 (0.27) 5.18 (0.86) 0.24
AGAL028.564−00.236 2.46 (0.29) 87.25 (0.47) 8.16 (1.04) 0.28 1.79 (0.17) 86.90 (0.36) 7.58 (0.75) 0.22
AGAL028.861+00.066 N N
AGAL030.848−00.081 3.74 (0.29) 96.10 (0.27) 7.03 (0.68) 0.50 2.82 (0.16) 96.16 (0.17) 6.14 (0.41) 0.43
AGAL030.893+00.139 1.33 (0.25) 106.90 (0.44) 4.90 (1.08) 0.26 0.90 (0.12) 106.80 (0.36) 5.08 (0.80) 0.17
AGAL031.412+00.307 6.23 (0.28) 95.27 (0.12) 5.82 (0.33) 1.01 7.70 (0.22) 95.23 (0.09) 6.83 (0.25) 1.06
AGAL034.258+00.154 34.96 (0.30) 57.13 (0.02) 5.46 (0.06) 6.01 32.39 (0.18) 57.15 (0.01) 5.57 (0.04) 5.46
AGAL034.401+00.226 18.52 (0.27) 57.62 (0.04) 6.36 (0.12) 2.74 17.13 (0.19) 57.76 (0.03) 6.42 (0.09) 2.51
AGAL034.411+00.234 18.46 (0.34) 58.01 (0.05) 6.49 (0.16) 2.67 15.97 (0.17) 57.83 (0.03) 6.29 (0.08) 2.39
AGAL034.821+00.351 6.23 (0.19) 57.00 (0.06) 3.99 (0.16) 1.46 3.73 (0.18) 57.15 (0.09) 3.70 (0.22) 0.95
AGAL035.197−00.742 17.91 (0.38) 36.22 (0.04) 4.82 (0.13) 3.49 14.96 (0.29) 35.81 (0.04) 4.99 (0.12) 2.81
AGAL037.554+00.201 6.17 (0.28) 85.49 (0.16) 7.45 (0.39) 0.78 4.46 (0.16) 85.48 (0.11) 6.17 (0.25) 0.68
AGAL043.166+00.011 52.65 (0.26) 6.02 (0.04) 14.95 (0.09) 3.30 45.12 (0.21) 5.57 (0.03) 14.24 (0.08) 2.97
AGAL049.489−00.389 80.07 (0.41) 56.02 (0.03) 10.41 (0.06) 7.23 71.94 (0.26) 55.95 (0.02) 10.43 (0.04) 6.48
AGAL053.141+00.069 17.59 (0.17) 21.59 (0.02) 4.71 (0.06) 3.51 14.83 (0.11) 21.55 (0.02) 4.62 (0.04) 3.01
AGAL059.782+00.066 N N
AGAL305.192−00.006 7.28 (0.24) -34.12 (0.07) 4.33 (0.18) 1.58 6.09 (0.10) -34.16 (0.04) 4.65 (0.10) 1.23
AGAL305.209+00.206 33.80 (0.35) -41.21 (0.04) 8.09 (0.10) 3.93 30.19 (0.17) -41.35 (0.02) 7.97 (0.05) 3.55
AGAL305.562+00.014 10.60 (0.23) -39.33 (0.04) 4.05 (0.11) 2.46 8.94 (0.10) -39.43 (0.02) 3.94 (0.05) 2.13
AGAL305.794−00.096 1.50 (0.24) -41.40 (0.28) 3.67 (0.77) 0.38 0.97 (0.10) -41.12 (0.19) 3.89 (0.51) 0.23
AGAL309.384−00.134 10.41 (0.33) -51.17 (0.08) 5.60 (0.22) 1.74 10.32 (0.17) -51.06 (0.05) 5.94 (0.12) 1.64
AGAL310.014+00.387 6.10 (0.24) -41.13 (0.07) 3.58 (0.18) 1.59 5.71 (0.11) -41.05 (0.03) 3.76 (0.09) 1.43
AGAL313.576+00.324 N N
AGAL316.641−00.087 N N
AGAL317.867−00.151 11.66 (0.28) -39.98 (0.10) 8.31 (0.23) 1.32 9.39 (0.17) -40.11 (0.07) 8.29 (0.17) 1.06
AGAL318.779−00.137 4.22 (0.30) -39.15 (0.26) 8.02 (0.74) 0.49 3.07 (0.15) -39.02 (0.17) 7.15 (0.45) 0.40
AGAL320.881−00.397 2.67 (0.23) -45.78 (0.16) 4.12 (0.47) 0.61 1.43 (0.11) -45.65 (0.13) 3.36 (0.28) 0.40
AGAL326.661+00.519 8.80 (0.20) -39.18 (0.04) 3.31 (0.09) 2.51 6.51 (0.12) -39.41 (0.03) 3.09 (0.07) 1.97
AGAL326.987−00.032 6.95 (0.34) -57.82 (0.16) 6.89 (0.43) 0.95 5.98 (0.26) -57.59 (0.13) 6.47 (0.37) 0.87
AGAL327.119+00.509 4.68 (0.25) -83.54 (0.14) 5.21 (0.34) 0.84 3.55 (0.21) -83.59 (0.14) 4.99 (0.36) 0.67
AGAL327.293−00.579 36.31 (0.52) -44.29 (0.06) 8.94 (0.14) 3.82 32.32 (0.52) -44.45 (0.08) 9.53 (0.17) 3.19
AGAL327.393+00.199 13.19 (0.20) -88.68 (0.04) 4.97 (0.09) 2.49 10.14 (0.10) -88.81 (0.02) 5.20 (0.06) 1.83
AGAL328.809+00.632 48.67 (0.34) -42.05 (0.02) 6.60 (0.06) 6.93 44.47 (0.30) -42.03 (0.02) 6.96 (0.06) 6.00
AGAL329.029−00.206 17.22 (0.38) -43.68 (0.11) 10.63 (0.28) 1.52 14.13 (0.21) -43.63 (0.07) 9.77 (0.17) 1.36
AGAL329.066−00.307 11.53 (0.31) -42.08 (0.09) 6.91 (0.24) 1.57 8.99 (0.16) -42.00 (0.05) 6.43 (0.15) 1.31
AGAL330.879−00.367 26.61 (0.32) -62.59 (0.05) 8.27 (0.12) 3.03 24.04 (0.19) -62.41 (0.03) 8.44 (0.08) 2.68
AGAL330.954−00.182 39.93 (0.35) -92.47 (0.04) 9.86 (0.11) 3.80 36.57 (0.30) -92.63 (0.04) 9.86 (0.10) 3.49
AGAL331.709+00.582 14.20 (0.32) -66.19 (0.08) 7.84 (0.23) 1.70 12.37 (0.19) -66.14 (0.06) 8.51 (0.16) 1.37
AGAL332.094−00.421 7.44 (0.16) -56.47 (0.04) 3.87 (0.11) 1.81 5.19 (0.12) -56.66 (0.04) 3.72 (0.11) 1.31





Tmbdv Vlsr FWHM Tmb
∫
Tmbdv Vlsr FWHM Tmb
K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K
AGAL332.826−00.549 28.19 (0.30) -56.18 (0.04) 7.01 (0.09) 3.78 24.74 (0.17) -56.35 (0.02) 6.85 (0.06) 3.39
AGAL333.134−00.431 46.54 (0.36) -52.73 (0.03) 8.11 (0.08) 5.39 40.91 (0.18) -52.87 (0.02) 7.99 (0.04) 4.81
AGAL333.284−00.387 14.65 (0.30) -52.06 (0.06) 5.77 (0.13) 2.39 11.42 (0.13) -52.11 (0.03) 5.60 (0.07) 1.91
AGAL333.314+00.106 10.09 (0.29) -46.08 (0.08) 5.78 (0.21) 1.64 8.12 (0.22) -46.15 (0.07) 5.51 (0.19) 1.38
AGAL333.604−00.212 32.84 (0.36) -46.94 (0.04) 7.36 (0.11) 4.19 26.38 (0.28) -46.94 (0.04) 7.23 (0.10) 3.42
AGAL333.656+00.059 2.06 (0.21) -84.44 (0.24) 4.59 (0.53) 0.42 1.44 (0.18) -85.00 (0.27) 4.39 (0.60) 0.31
AGAL335.789+00.174 18.59 (0.38) -50.07 (0.07) 7.25 (0.19) 2.41 15.55 (0.21) -50.16 (0.04) 6.99 (0.13) 2.09
AGAL336.958−00.224 4.88 (0.35) -71.19 (0.24) 6.92 (0.58) 0.66 3.99 (0.34) -70.85 (0.33) 8.25 (0.96) 0.45
AGAL337.176−00.032 5.15 (0.32) -68.99 (0.14) 4.98 (0.41) 0.97 4.35 (0.27) -68.82 (0.13) 4.72 (0.41) 0.87
AGAL337.258−00.101 3.75 (0.30) -67.76 (0.19) 5.23 (0.53) 0.67 3.22 (0.27) -67.39 (0.23) 5.51 (0.59) 0.55
AGAL337.286+00.007 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL337.406−00.402 35.26 (0.36) -40.93 (0.03) 6.77 (0.08) 4.90 30.78 (0.25) -41.04 (0.03) 6.87 (0.07) 4.20
AGAL337.704−00.054 17.57 (0.38) -47.71 (0.09) 8.67 (0.22) 1.90 14.28 (0.20) -47.92 (0.06) 8.77 (0.15) 1.54
AGAL337.916−00.477 36.86 (0.38) -39.31 (0.03) 6.24 (0.08) 5.55 32.39 (0.25) -39.44 (0.02) 6.25 (0.06) 4.87
AGAL338.066+00.044 ... ... ... ... 1.19 (0.14) -68.60 (0.22) 3.61 (0.52) 0.31
AGAL338.786+00.476 3.90 (0.31) -64.31 (0.28) 7.04 (0.62) 0.52 2.79 (0.26) -64.27 (0.29) 6.35 (0.69) 0.41
AGAL338.926+00.554 36.09 (0.01) -61.96 (0.04) 8.01 (0.07) 4.23 35.72 (0.34) -61.82 (0.04) 8.77 (0.10) 3.83
AGAL339.623−00.122 9.49 (0.34) -33.37 (0.10) 5.94 (0.29) 1.51 7.61 (0.18) -33.57 (0.06) 5.80 (0.19) 1.23
AGAL340.374−00.391 4.50 (0.37) -44.09 (0.26) 7.05 (0.81) 0.60 3.23 (0.15) -44.36 (0.14) 5.94 (0.33) 0.51
AGAL340.746−01.001 7.30 (0.30) -29.67 (0.08) 4.29 (0.22) 1.59 5.83 (0.14) -29.64 (0.05) 4.10 (0.13) 1.34
AGAL340.784−00.097 5.63 (0.34) -101.80 (0.18) 6.43 (0.51) 0.82 4.33 (0.16) -101.60 (0.10) 5.97 (0.27) 0.68
AGAL341.217−00.212 10.46 (0.32) -43.15 (0.08) 5.34 (0.22) 1.84 9.56 (0.16) -43.29 (0.04) 4.91 (0.11) 1.83
AGAL342.484+00.182 5.87 (0.25) -41.38 (0.08) 3.92 (0.22) 1.41 5.21 (0.12) -41.44 (0.05) 4.18 (0.12) 1.17
AGAL343.128−00.062 24.01 (0.42) -31.03 (0.07) 8.32 (0.19) 2.71 21.81 (0.23) -31.19 (0.04) 8.17 (0.12) 2.51
AGAL343.756−00.164 13.69 (0.39) -28.03 (0.08) 5.42 (0.19) 2.38 15.22 (0.14) -28.01 (0.03) 5.78 (0.07) 2.48
AGAL344.227−00.569 6.62 (1.27) -19.71 (0.25) 3.94 (0.37) 1.58 5.64 (1.23) -19.63 (0.21) 4.01 (0.32) 1.32
AGAL345.003−00.224 28.46 (0.43) -25.98 (0.07) 9.46 (0.17) 2.83 25.35 (0.44) -26.19 (0.08) 9.48 (0.20) 2.51
AGAL345.488+00.314 23.51 (0.34) -17.58 (0.04) 5.93 (0.11) 3.72 19.61 (0.17) -17.81 (0.02) 5.88 (0.06) 3.13
AGAL345.504+00.347 17.25 (0.36) -16.26 (0.04) 4.55 (0.13) 3.57 15.36 (0.21) -16.41 (0.03) 4.52 (0.08) 3.19
AGAL345.718+00.817 4.65 (0.29) -11.59 (0.13) 4.39 (0.32) 1.00 3.88 (0.14) -11.73 (0.07) 4.08 (0.18) 0.89
AGAL351.131+00.771 1.52 (0.12) -5.38 (0.07) 1.69 (0.16) 0.84 1.03 (0.09) -5.37 (0.07) 1.69 (0.16) 0.57
AGAL351.161+00.697 40.55 (0.29) -5.97 (0.02) 5.94 (0.05) 6.41 34.48 (0.27) -6.02 (0.02) 5.84 (0.06) 5.55
AGAL351.244+00.669 28.30 (0.23) -2.92 (0.02) 5.40 (0.05) 4.93 22.42 (0.17) -2.98 (0.02) 5.30 (0.05) 3.99
AGAL351.571+00.762 1.20 (0.13) -3.30 (0.11) 1.91 (0.23) 0.59 0.92 (0.13) -3.67 (0.18) 2.64 (0.48) 0.33
AGAL351.581−00.352 9.72 (0.25) -97.84 (0.05) 4.41 (0.15) 2.07 8.78 (0.18) -97.98 (0.05) 4.72 (0.12) 1.75
AGAL351.774−00.537 60.01 (0.53) -1.70 (0.04) 10.31 (0.12) 5.46 56.61 (0.63) -1.92 (0.05) 10.50 (0.15) 5.07
AGAL353.066+00.452 2.20 (0.18) 1.38 (0.11) 2.84 (0.29) 0.73 1.34 (0.12) 1.26 (0.12) 2.67 (0.32) 0.47
AGAL353.409−00.361 21.12 (0.28) -16.34 (0.05) 8.17 (0.12) 2.43 17.45 (0.19) -16.50 (0.04) 7.52 (0.10) 2.17
AGAL353.417−00.079 ... ... ... ... 0.28 (0.08) -16.82 (0.20) 1.38 (0.44) 0.19
AGAL354.944−00.537 1.57 (0.17) -5.69 (0.17) 3.09 (0.38) 0.48 1.08 (0.13) -6.13 (0.21) 3.60 (0.55) 0.28
Notes. "N" in the table indicates that the source has not been observed.
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Tmbdv Vlsr FWHM Tmb
∫
Tmbdv Vlsr FWHM Tmb
K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K
AGAL008.684−00.367 5.50 (0.17) 37.95 (0.08) 5.50 (0.20) 0.94 0.92 (0.08) 38.07 (0.13) 2.75 (0.27) 0.31
AGAL008.706−00.414 0.67 (0.13) 38.47 (0.24) 2.70 (0.69) 0.23 ... ... ... ...
AGAL010.444−00.017 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL010.472+00.027 12.01 (0.28) 65.77 (0.09) 8.16 (0.23) 1.38 5.51 (0.24) 65.50 (0.17) 8.08 (0.41) 0.64
AGAL010.624−00.384 25.67 (0.24) -3.40 (0.04) 7.83 (0.09) 3.09 7.49 (0.17) -3.22 (0.07) 6.71 (0.18) 1.05
AGAL012.804−00.199 13.97 (0.18) 35.77 (0.04) 6.78 (0.10) 1.94 4.10 (0.62) 35.44 (0.42) 5.75 (1.06) 0.67
AGAL013.178+00.059 5.22 (0.16) 49.16 (0.07) 4.93 (0.18) 1.00 1.29 (0.16) 48.80 (0.42) 6.50 (0.92) 0.19
AGAL013.658−00.599 3.96 (0.29) 47.65 (0.21) 5.91 (0.52) 0.63 ... ... ... ...
AGAL014.114−00.574 3.78 (0.10) 19.67 (0.04) 3.08 (0.10) 1.15 0.41 (0.08) 19.91 (0.22) 2.01 (0.47) 0.19
AGAL014.194−00.194 5.60 (0.14) 39.72 (0.06) 5.26 (0.17) 1.00 1.18 (0.12) 39.38 (0.18) 3.67 (0.40) 0.30
AGAL014.492−00.139 1.61 (0.18) 39.88 (0.30) 5.79 (0.90) 0.26 ... ... ... ...
AGAL014.632−00.577 4.32 (0.12) 18.33 (0.05) 3.80 (0.12) 1.07 0.91 (0.11) 18.70 (0.15) 2.84 (0.43) 0.30
AGAL015.029−00.669 17.49 (0.17) 19.36 (0.03) 5.41 (0.06) 3.03 4.44 (0.12) 19.39 (0.06) 4.88 (0.17) 0.86
AGAL018.606−00.074 1.86 (0.13) 45.24 (0.11) 3.16 (0.26) 0.55 ... ... ... ...
AGAL018.734−00.226 5.46 (0.14) 40.73 (0.08) 6.04 (0.19) 0.85 0.98 (0.11) 40.70 (0.23) 3.96 (0.49) 0.23
AGAL018.888−00.474 5.69 (0.15) 65.62 (0.08) 6.16 (0.20) 0.87 1.06 (0.16) 66.06 (0.41) 5.15 (1.10) 0.19
AGAL019.882−00.534 11.31 (0.14) 43.83 (0.03) 4.35 (0.07) 2.43 2.74 (0.11) 44.10 (0.06) 3.35 (0.16) 0.77
AGAL022.376+00.447 2.43 (0.12) 52.44 (0.12) 5.07 (0.33) 0.45 ... ... ... ...
AGAL023.206−00.377 6.77 (0.21) 77.25 (0.11) 8.06 (0.32) 0.79 1.84 (0.16) 77.58 (0.21) 5.26 (0.58) 0.33
AGAL024.629+00.172 0.68 (0.11) 114.60 (0.15) 2.18 (0.49) 0.29 ... ... ... ...
AGAL028.564−00.236 0.58 (0.11) 88.24 (0.22) 2.92 (0.72) 0.19 ... ... ... ...
AGAL028.861+00.066 N N
AGAL030.848−00.081 1.70 (0.17) 96.18 (0.29) 5.98 (0.67) 0.27 ... ... ... ...
AGAL030.893+00.139 0.64 (0.25) 105.80 (0.83) 5.36 (3.61) 0.11 ... ... ... ...
AGAL031.412+00.307 6.55 (0.28) 95.85 (0.12) 6.61 (0.35) 0.93 3.91 (0.14) 96.75 (0.17) 7.68 (0.39) 0.52
AGAL034.258+00.154 23.13 (0.19) 57.45 (0.02) 5.69 (0.06) 3.83 8.39 (0.21) 58.08 (0.07) 5.88 (0.17) 1.34
AGAL034.401+00.226 11.47 (0.28) 57.77 (0.07) 5.82 (0.18) 1.86 2.72 (0.21) 57.82 (0.23) 4.56 (0.56) 0.47
AGAL034.411+00.234 11.19 (0.18) 57.70 (0.04) 5.83 (0.12) 1.80 3.26 (0.19) 57.79 (0.12) 4.14 (0.32) 0.53
AGAL034.821+00.351 2.61 (0.18) 56.91 (0.13) 3.94 (0.32) 0.62 ... ... ... ...
AGAL035.197−00.742 14.91 (0.15) 34.80 (0.03) 6.52 (0.08) 2.14 4.42 (0.19) 34.12 (0.09) 5.66 (0.22) 0.80
AGAL037.554+00.201 3.20 (0.14) 84.99 (0.13) 5.69 (0.30) 0.53 0.49 (0.11) 85.72 (0.17) 1.94 (0.59) 0.24
AGAL043.166+00.011 18.94 (0.93) 3.95 (0.20) 9.35 (0.27) 1.90 7.06 (1.15) 5.01 (0.28) 9.34 (0.46) 0.77
AGAL049.489−00.389 50.96 (0.35) 56.05 (0.03) 9.50 (0.07) 5.04 22.17 (0.16) 56.27 (0.08) 8.48 (0.19) 2.23
AGAL053.141+00.069 10.18 (0.17) 21.64 (0.03) 4.30 (0.09) 2.23 2.83 (0.16) 21.39 (0.08) 4.48 (0.22) 0.59
AGAL059.782+00.066 N N
AGAL305.192−00.006 4.05 (0.12) -34.11 (0.06) 4.49 (0.17) 0.85 0.86 (0.09) -34.52 (0.16) 2.52 (0.35) 0.27
AGAL305.209+00.206 18.43 (0.16) -41.19 (0.03) 7.42 (0.08) 2.33 5.94 (0.16) -40.94 (0.10) 6.87 (0.24) 0.71
AGAL305.562+00.014 5.87 (0.11) -39.45 (0.03) 3.72 (0.09) 1.48 1.33 (0.11) -39.43 (0.12) 3.42 (0.35) 0.36
AGAL305.794−00.096 0.65 (0.11) -41.35 (0.29) 3.74 (0.88) 0.16 ... ... ... ...
AGAL309.384−00.134 5.67 (0.16) -50.94 (0.06) 4.82 (0.17) 1.10 1.56 (0.12) -50.88 (0.16) 3.68 (0.50) 0.34
AGAL310.014+00.387 3.40 (0.12) -40.98 (0.05) 3.27 (0.15) 0.98 1.04 (0.11) -41.17 (0.21) 3.57 (0.56) 0.23
AGAL313.576+00.324 N N
AGAL316.641−00.087 N N
AGAL317.867−00.151 7.47 (0.17) -40.29 (0.08) 7.53 (0.20) 0.93 1.97 (0.13) -41.12 (0.17) 4.86 (0.42) 0.35
AGAL318.779−00.137 2.45 (0.15) -38.83 (0.18) 6.24 (0.48) 0.37 0.96 (0.15) -39.31 (0.49) 6.57 (1.23) 0.14
AGAL320.881−00.397 1.43 (0.13) -45.17 (0.18) 4.05 (0.46) 0.33 ... ... ... ...
AGAL326.661+00.519 4.35 (0.11) -39.38 (0.04) 3.22 (0.09) 1.27 1.19 (0.14) -39.31 (0.23) 3.33 (0.63) 0.24
AGAL326.987−00.032 4.62 (0.14) -57.76 (0.07) 5.10 (0.21) 0.85 0.40 (0.05) -57.73 (0.09) 1.61 (0.27) 0.23
AGAL327.119+00.509 2.69 (0.12) -83.71 (0.11) 4.78 (0.27) 0.53 ... ... ... ...
AGAL327.293−00.579 13.43 (0.52) -46.51 (0.67) 4.55 (0.67) 2.77 12.79 (0.36) -44.52 (0.03) 6.73 (0.06) 1.62
AGAL327.393+00.199 5.85 (0.12) -88.74 (0.05) 4.78 (0.12) 1.15 1.15 (0.12) -88.71 (0.14) 4.12 (0.32) 0.29
AGAL328.809+00.632 32.91 (0.22) -41.75 (0.02) 6.45 (0.05) 4.80 12.46 (0.17) -41.61 (0.04) 5.90 (0.09) 2.00
AGAL329.029−00.206 11.16 (0.20) -43.39 (0.06) 7.65 (0.17) 1.37 3.72 (0.17) -43.41 (0.13) 5.97 (0.34) 0.51
AGAL329.066−00.307 6.93 (0.16) -42.11 (0.06) 5.85 (0.16) 1.11 1.62 (0.15) -42.45 (0.20) 4.37 (0.47) 0.30
AGAL330.879−00.367 16.90 (0.19) -62.56 (0.04) 7.39 (0.10) 2.14 6.62 (0.15) -62.34 (0.09) 6.68 (0.21) 0.79
AGAL330.954−00.182 26.00 (0.16) -92.33 (0.03) 9.79 (0.07) 2.49 10.84 (0.15) -92.24 (0.08) 9.43 (0.19) 1.01
AGAL331.709+00.582 8.39 (0.16) -66.35 (0.06) 7.11 (0.18) 1.11 2.27 (0.17) -66.68 (0.21) 5.04 (0.56) 0.29
AGAL332.094−00.421 3.76 (0.11) -56.89 (0.05) 3.73 (0.13) 0.95 0.97 (0.09) -56.35 (0.32) 4.96 (0.79) 0.19





Tmbdv Vlsr FWHM Tmb
∫
Tmbdv Vlsr FWHM Tmb
K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K
AGAL332.826−00.549 17.25 (0.16) -56.68 (0.03) 6.42 (0.07) 2.52 6.23 (0.14) -57.17 (0.07) 6.13 (0.16) 0.96
AGAL333.134−00.431 26.32 (0.19) -52.99 (0.02) 7.26 (0.06) 3.41 8.32 (0.15) -53.26 (0.05) 6.04 (0.13) 1.21
AGAL333.284−00.387 7.60 (0.19) -52.14 (0.06) 5.08 (0.15) 1.40 2.01 (0.18) -52.12 (0.28) 4.67 (1.09) 0.40
AGAL333.314+00.106 5.67 (0.14) -46.28 (0.06) 5.39 (0.17) 0.99 1.16 (0.13) -45.83 (0.22) 4.56 (0.48) 0.23
AGAL333.604−00.212 15.04 (0.18) -47.09 (0.04) 6.63 (0.10) 2.13 4.80 (0.14) -47.26 (0.07) 6.04 (0.17) 0.68
AGAL333.656+00.059 1.23 (0.11) -84.88 (0.18) 4.15 (0.47) 0.28 ... ... ... ...
AGAL335.789+00.174 11.20 (0.26) -50.27 (0.06) 6.14 (0.19) 1.71 3.35 (0.21) -50.46 (0.13) 3.82 (0.31) 0.62
AGAL336.958−00.224 2.42 (0.17) -71.47 (0.16) 5.60 (0.60) 0.41 ... ... ... ...
AGAL337.176−00.032 3.34 (0.21) -68.25 (0.15) 5.46 (0.46) 0.58 ... ... ... ...
AGAL337.258−00.101 2.37 (0.19) -67.82 (0.20) 5.11 (0.49) 0.44 ... ... ... ...
AGAL337.286+00.007 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL337.406−00.402 23.67 (0.26) -40.84 (0.03) 6.34 (0.09) 3.51 8.10 (0.19) -40.65 (0.07) 5.36 (0.17) 1.39
AGAL337.704−00.054 11.38 (0.26) -47.63 (0.09) 8.49 (0.23) 1.26 3.38 (0.19) -47.68 (0.29) 7.10 (0.66) 0.37
AGAL337.916−00.477 25.90 (0.26) -39.24 (0.03) 5.87 (0.07) 4.14 10.46 (0.13) -39.28 (0.04) 5.43 (0.10) 1.62
AGAL338.066+00.044 1.10 (0.10) -69.56 (0.18) 4.09 (0.50) 0.25 ... ... ... ...
AGAL338.786+00.476 2.13 (0.14) -64.15 (0.13) 4.11 (0.31) 0.49 ... ... ... ...
AGAL338.926+00.554 22.87 (0.03) -61.97 (0.07) 7.80 (0.13) 2.75 7.31 (0.32) -62.04 (0.16) 6.57 (0.39) 0.95
AGAL339.623−00.122 5.06 (0.21) -33.99 (0.09) 4.72 (0.28) 1.01 ... ... ... ...
AGAL340.374−00.391 2.59 (0.18) -44.11 (0.15) 4.93 (0.44) 0.49 ... ... ... ...
AGAL340.746−01.001 5.47 (0.12) -29.63 (0.04) 3.87 (0.10) 1.33 1.29 (0.10) -29.59 (0.15) 3.31 (0.34) 0.29
AGAL340.784−00.097 3.24 (0.24) -101.70 (0.23) 6.31 (0.56) 0.48 ... ... ... ...
AGAL341.217−00.212 7.07 (0.18) -43.28 (0.05) 4.26 (0.13) 1.57 1.94 (0.17) -43.45 (0.15) 3.60 (0.35) 0.40
AGAL342.484+00.182 3.66 (0.15) -41.47 (0.06) 3.39 (0.17) 1.01 0.69 (0.11) -41.35 (0.25) 2.69 (0.47) 0.26
AGAL343.128−00.062 16.33 (0.26) -30.91 (0.05) 7.43 (0.16) 2.07 5.74 (0.21) -30.77 (0.10) 6.66 (0.27) 0.80
AGAL343.756−00.164 10.45 (0.19) -28.05 (0.04) 4.95 (0.11) 1.99 3.36 (0.17) -27.99 (0.11) 4.72 (0.25) 0.67
AGAL344.227−00.569 10.46 (0.22) -21.49 (0.07) 6.77 (0.17) 1.45 3.66 (0.17) -21.95 (0.13) 4.71 (0.32) 0.62
AGAL345.003−00.224 19.51 (0.25) -26.53 (0.05) 8.63 (0.14) 2.12 6.15 (0.21) -26.88 (0.10) 6.38 (0.24) 0.83
AGAL345.488+00.314 14.97 (0.20) -17.70 (0.04) 5.61 (0.09) 2.51 4.29 (0.16) -17.60 (0.12) 5.97 (0.29) 0.79
AGAL345.504+00.347 12.54 (0.19) -16.64 (0.03) 4.95 (0.09) 2.38 4.21 (0.17) -17.03 (0.11) 4.54 (0.25) 0.78
AGAL345.718+00.817 2.94 (0.12) -11.49 (0.05) 2.84 (0.14) 0.97 0.63 (0.12) -10.84 (0.23) 2.41 (0.61) 0.26
AGAL351.131+00.771 1.14 (0.08) -5.38 (0.06) 1.97 (0.17) 0.54 ... ... ... ...
AGAL351.161+00.697 24.94 (0.22) -6.14 (0.02) 5.46 (0.06) 4.29 8.55 (0.16) -6.38 (0.04) 4.72 (0.10) 1.55
AGAL351.244+00.669 15.83 (0.14) -3.13 (0.02) 4.88 (0.05) 3.04 4.95 (0.12) -3.15 (0.06) 4.61 (0.15) 0.96
AGAL351.571+00.762 0.54 (0.08) -3.49 (0.14) 1.95 (0.37) 0.26 ... ... ... ...
AGAL351.581−00.352 8.62 (0.15) -97.41 (0.04) 4.92 (0.11) 1.65 7.00 (0.15) -95.53 (0.08) 6.52 (0.17) 0.93
AGAL351.774−00.537 42.35 (0.59) -2.18 (0.06) 9.22 (0.16) 4.32 20.03 (0.19) -2.81 (0.11) 8.57 (0.27) 2.25
AGAL353.066+00.452 0.93 (0.14) 1.50 (0.17) 2.21 (0.41) 0.40 ... ... ... ...
AGAL353.409−00.361 13.61 (0.16) -16.34 (0.04) 6.80 (0.10) 1.88 4.54 (0.12) -16.31 (0.08) 5.09 (0.21) 0.74
AGAL353.417−00.079 0.18 (0.03) -17.01 (0.04) 0.67 (1.33) 0.25 ... ... ... ...
AGAL354.944−00.537 1.08 (0.11) -6.10 (0.16) 3.24 (0.42) 0.31 ... ... ... ...
Notes. "N" in the table indicates that the source has not been observed.
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Tmbdv Vlsr FWHM Tmb
∫
Tmbdv Vlsr FWHM Tmb
K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K
AGAL008.684−00.367 1.09 (0.14) 38.76 (0.30) 4.67 (0.63) 0.22 7.71 (0.13) 38.16 (0.04) 4.80 (0.10) 1.51
AGAL008.706−00.414 0.84 (0.17) 36.84 (0.61) 6.00 (1.42) 0.13 1.02 (0.10) 38.71 (0.16) 3.41 (0.43) 0.28
AGAL010.444−00.017 ... ... ... ... 1.80 (0.11) 75.66 (0.15) 4.87 (0.38) 0.35
AGAL010.472+00.027 5.64 (0.24) 65.80 (0.17) 8.08 (0.43) 0.66 25.97 (0.55) 65.91 (0.09) 9.10 (0.23) 2.68
AGAL010.624−00.384 8.80 (0.20) -2.93 (0.08) 7.35 (0.20) 1.13 50.55 (0.93) -3.44 (0.07) 7.61 (0.17) 6.23
AGAL012.804−00.199 4.04 (0.18) 35.37 (0.10) 4.81 (0.27) 0.79 22.72 (0.13) 35.33 (0.02) 6.81 (0.05) 3.13
AGAL013.178+00.059 1.80 (0.20) 49.04 (0.32) 6.79 (1.05) 0.25 7.09 (0.10) 49.17 (0.03) 4.89 (0.08) 1.36
AGAL013.658−00.599 ... ... ... ... 5.13 (0.12) 47.93 (0.06) 5.62 (0.18) 0.86
AGAL014.114−00.574 0.89 (0.14) 19.82 (0.29) 3.93 (0.80) 0.21 5.31 (0.07) 19.93 (0.02) 3.10 (0.05) 1.61
AGAL014.194−00.194 1.29 (0.16) 39.32 (0.24) 4.00 (0.58) 0.30 6.18 (0.11) 39.60 (0.04) 4.61 (0.10) 1.26
AGAL014.492−00.139 ... ... ... ... 1.69 (0.10) 39.77 (0.14) 4.94 (0.36) 0.32
AGAL014.632−00.577 1.34 (0.14) 18.30 (0.18) 3.64 (0.46) 0.34 7.86 (0.09) 18.09 (0.02) 3.14 (0.04) 2.35
AGAL015.029−00.669 4.80 (0.20) 19.28 (0.11) 5.67 (0.28) 0.80 18.75 (0.11) 18.91 (0.01) 4.53 (0.03) 3.90
AGAL018.606−00.074 ... ... ... ... 3.13 (0.09) 45.21 (0.05) 4.18 (0.14) 0.70
AGAL018.734−00.226 0.91 (0.11) 40.67 (0.21) 3.43 (0.45) 0.25 6.09 (0.11) 40.52 (0.05) 6.16 (0.13) 0.93
AGAL018.888−00.474 0.90 (0.11) 66.24 (0.21) 3.47 (0.49) 0.24 5.80 (0.10) 66.36 (0.04) 5.03 (0.11) 1.08
AGAL019.882−00.534 3.21 (0.14) 43.80 (0.01) 4.53 (0.25) 0.67 18.61 (0.11) 43.79 (0.01) 4.36 (0.03) 4.01
AGAL022.376+00.447 ... ... ... ... 3.40 (0.10) 52.69 (0.06) 4.23 (0.15) 0.76
AGAL023.206−00.377 2.42 (0.22) 77.51 (0.26) 6.16 (0.75) 0.37 16.51 (0.15) 77.28 (0.03) 7.28 (0.09) 2.13
AGAL024.629+00.172 ... ... ... ... 1.64 (0.09) 115.00 (0.12) 4.36 (0.29) 0.35
AGAL028.564−00.236 ... ... ... ... 1.48 (0.08) 86.61 (0.13) 5.42 (0.33) 0.26
AGAL028.861+00.066 N 5.84 (0.10) 103.60 (0.03) 4.37 (0.09) 1.26
AGAL030.848−00.081 ... ... ... ... 2.02 (0.10) 95.87 (0.13) 5.49 (0.30) 0.35
AGAL030.893+00.139 ... ... ... ... 0.82 (0.09) 106.70 (0.19) 3.62 (0.54) 0.21
AGAL031.412+00.307 4.28 (0.19) 96.92 (0.12) 6.78 (0.31) 0.54 17.46 (0.21) 96.73 (0.04) 8.02 (0.12) 2.04
AGAL034.258+00.154 9.23 (0.16) 58.13 (0.05) 6.30 (0.13) 1.38 43.62 (0.46) 57.90 (0.03) 6.23 (0.08) 6.58
AGAL034.401+00.226 2.28 (0.24) 58.11 (0.17) 4.35 (0.38) 0.59 15.28 (0.12) 58.09 (0.02) 5.38 (0.05) 2.67
AGAL034.411+00.234 2.35 (0.15) 57.78 (0.14) 5.17 (0.37) 0.59 15.36 (0.14) 57.65 (0.02) 5.39 (0.06) 2.68
AGAL034.821+00.351 ... ... ... ... 2.30 (0.09) 56.86 (0.06) 3.22 (0.17) 0.67
AGAL035.197−00.742 4.81 (0.15) 34.23 (0.11) 5.37 (0.29) 0.77 19.12 (0.12) 34.11 (0.02) 5.97 (0.04) 3.01
AGAL037.554+00.201 0.90 (0.13) 84.63 (0.40) 4.92 (0.81) 0.17 4.96 (0.14) 85.24 (0.07) 5.54 (0.20) 0.84
AGAL043.166+00.011 7.68 (0.48) 3.99 (0.57) 8.72 (0.69) 0.76 45.42 (2.14) 6.02 (0.30) 12.77 (0.72) 3.35
AGAL049.489−00.389 20.12 (0.39) 56.29 (0.03) 8.73 (0.07) 2.39 81.22 (0.83) 56.03 (0.05) 9.82 (0.12) 7.77
AGAL053.141+00.069 2.80 (0.11) 21.64 (0.13) 4.60 (0.30) 0.58 13.63 (0.16) 21.61 (0.02) 4.41 (0.06) 2.90
AGAL059.782+00.066 N 5.84 (0.15) 22.29 (0.03) 2.81 (0.09) 1.94
AGAL305.192−00.006 0.73 (0.09) -34.64 (0.20) 3.63 (0.43) 0.22 4.65 (0.09) -34.43 (0.04) 3.97 (0.10) 1.10
AGAL305.209+00.206 5.21 (0.15) -41.05 (0.09) 7.19 (0.23) 0.78 27.46 (0.18) -41.04 (0.02) 7.52 (0.06) 3.43
AGAL305.562+00.014 1.31 (0.10) -39.67 (0.14) 3.51 (0.33) 0.36 7.14 (0.09) -39.53 (0.02) 3.44 (0.05) 1.96
AGAL305.794−00.096 ... ... ... ... 0.68 (0.08) -41.55 (0.20) 3.36 (0.48) 0.19
AGAL309.384−00.134 1.32 (0.13) -50.90 (0.13) 3.63 (0.37) 0.40 5.50 (0.09) -51.06 (0.03) 4.36 (0.09) 1.19
AGAL310.014+00.387 0.88 (0.11) -40.86 (0.20) 3.72 (0.48) 0.26 4.20 (0.09) -40.95 (0.03) 3.61 (0.10) 1.09
AGAL313.576+00.324 N 6.78 (0.10) -46.40 (0.04) 5.03 (0.09) 1.27
AGAL316.641−00.087 N 2.68 (0.09) -17.79 (0.08) 5.31 (0.23) 0.47
AGAL317.867−00.151 1.81 (0.13) -40.43 (0.18) 5.31 (0.42) 0.35 8.68 (0.10) -40.57 (0.03) 5.87 (0.08) 1.39
AGAL318.779−00.137 0.64 (0.12) -39.78 (0.40) 4.41 (1.00) 0.14 3.54 (0.10) -39.31 (0.06) 4.79 (0.17) 0.69
AGAL320.881−00.397 ... ... ... ... 1.03 (0.08) -45.83 (0.13) 3.20 (0.32) 0.30
AGAL326.661+00.519 0.85 (0.13) -39.15 (0.24) 3.90 (0.64) 0.29 3.79 (0.07) -39.53 (0.03) 2.83 (0.07) 1.26
AGAL326.987−00.032 0.91 (0.12) -57.93 (0.16) 2.97 (0.46) 0.29 5.56 (0.11) -57.59 (0.04) 4.82 (0.13) 1.08
AGAL327.119+00.509 ... ... ... ... 3.30 (0.11) -83.86 (0.07) 4.65 (0.18) 0.67
AGAL327.293−00.579 11.68 (0.09) -44.22 (0.10) 7.45 (0.24) 1.61 21.65 (0.73) -46.54 (0.47) 4.20 (0.47) 4.84
AGAL327.393+00.199 1.28 (0.08) -88.66 (0.23) 4.45 (0.64) 0.24 5.96 (0.09) -88.87 (0.03) 4.31 (0.08) 1.30
AGAL328.809+00.632 12.57 (0.17) -41.62 (0.04) 5.87 (0.09) 2.00 58.68 (0.28) -41.50 (0.02) 6.67 (0.04) 8.26
AGAL329.029−00.206 3.22 (0.15) -43.38 (0.14) 6.32 (0.35) 0.55 10.06 (0.12) -43.55 (0.03) 5.95 (0.09) 1.59
AGAL329.066−00.307 1.39 (0.13) -41.75 (0.22) 5.13 (0.63) 0.30 6.57 (0.11) -41.81 (0.03) 4.55 (0.09) 1.36
AGAL330.879−00.367 5.63 (0.16) -62.17 (0.08) 7.45 (0.20) 0.83 23.93 (0.13) -62.22 (0.02) 8.14 (0.06) 2.77
AGAL330.954−00.182 10.09 (0.17) -92.19 (0.07) 9.78 (0.16) 1.04 39.72 (1.24) -92.73 (0.14) 9.20 (0.34) 4.06
AGAL331.709+00.582 1.54 (0.13) -66.20 (0.19) 6.00 (0.62) 0.36 8.52 (0.16) -66.44 (0.05) 6.19 (0.15) 1.29
AGAL332.094−00.421 0.98 (0.12) -57.02 (0.16) 3.49 (0.34) 0.26 4.73 (0.09) -57.06 (0.03) 3.80 (0.09) 1.17





Tmbdv Vlsr FWHM Tmb
∫
Tmbdv Vlsr FWHM Tmb
K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K
AGAL332.826−00.549 6.40 (0.10) -57.39 (0.05) 5.71 (0.11) 1.05 26.42 (0.15) -57.16 (0.02) 6.13 (0.04) 4.04
AGAL333.134−00.431 7.80 (0.13) -53.17 (0.05) 6.20 (0.14) 1.26 28.13 (0.19) -53.29 (0.02) 6.80 (0.06) 3.88
AGAL333.284−00.387 2.01 (0.30) -52.18 (0.17) 3.89 (0.39) 0.49 8.22 (0.09) -52.11 (0.02) 4.42 (0.06) 1.75
AGAL333.314+00.106 1.11 (0.11) -46.60 (0.24) 4.97 (0.82) 0.22 5.62 (0.16) -46.38 (0.08) 5.68 (0.21) 0.93
AGAL333.604−00.212 4.34 (0.10) -47.01 (0.09) 6.53 (0.25) 0.69 15.49 (0.18) -47.22 (0.04) 6.77 (0.10) 2.14
AGAL333.656+00.059 ... ... ... ... 1.21 (0.11) -85.26 (0.19) 4.13 (0.45) 0.28
AGAL335.789+00.174 2.53 (0.18) -50.44 (0.17) 5.56 (0.43) 0.57 13.62 (0.12) -50.24 (0.02) 5.36 (0.06) 2.39
AGAL336.958−00.224 ... ... ... ... 2.86 (0.11) -71.17 (0.09) 5.37 (0.25) 0.50
AGAL337.176−00.032 ... ... ... ... 3.90 (0.11) -68.17 (0.07) 5.59 (0.21) 0.66
AGAL337.258−00.101 ... ... ... ... 2.10 (0.08) -67.94 (0.07) 3.72 (0.18) 0.53
AGAL337.286+00.007 ... ... ... ... 0.51 (0.10) -105.20 (0.44) 4.44 (1.09) 0.11
AGAL337.406−00.402 7.95 (0.21) -40.62 (0.06) 5.31 (0.15) 1.43 38.93 (0.32) -40.83 (0.03) 6.68 (0.07) 5.48
AGAL337.704−00.054 2.81 (0.23) -47.18 (0.20) 7.46 (0.45) 0.43 14.26 (0.15) -47.71 (0.04) 7.93 (0.10) 1.70
AGAL337.916−00.477 9.42 (0.14) -39.18 (0.03) 5.79 (0.09) 1.70 39.25 (0.44) -39.21 (0.03) 5.97 (0.08) 6.17
AGAL338.066+00.044 ... ... ... ... 1.12 (0.10) -70.83 (0.29) 6.60 (0.66) 0.16
AGAL338.786+00.476 ... ... ... ... 2.03 (0.08) -64.50 (0.07) 3.87 (0.21) 0.49
AGAL338.926+00.554 6.63 (0.34) -61.87 (0.15) 6.98 (0.38) 0.98 25.71 (0.11) -61.24 (0.02) 7.30 (0.04) 3.30
AGAL339.623−00.122 ... ... ... ... 5.30 (0.09) -34.35 (0.04) 4.54 (0.11) 1.10
AGAL340.374−00.391 ... ... ... ... 3.24 (0.12) -43.95 (0.09) 5.31 (0.24) 0.57
AGAL340.746−01.001 1.01 (0.09) -29.58 (0.18) 4.50 (0.42) 0.27 5.01 (0.10) -29.72 (0.03) 3.41 (0.08) 1.38
AGAL340.784−00.097 ... ... ... ... 4.28 (0.13) -101.60 (0.09) 6.18 (0.23) 0.65
AGAL341.217−00.212 1.53 (0.13) -43.41 (0.21) 4.95 (0.56) 0.37 9.16 (0.10) -43.38 (0.02) 4.30 (0.06) 2.00
AGAL342.484+00.182 0.73 (0.11) -41.53 (0.15) 1.88 (0.36) 0.34 5.61 (0.10) -41.42 (0.03) 3.58 (0.08) 1.48
AGAL343.128−00.062 5.66 (0.19) -31.09 (0.12) 7.11 (0.34) 0.76 26.13 (0.30) -31.05 (0.04) 7.28 (0.11) 3.38
AGAL343.756−00.164 3.37 (0.15) -27.75 (0.12) 4.90 (0.31) 0.64 16.36 (0.10) -28.07 (0.01) 4.87 (0.04) 3.16
AGAL344.227−00.569 3.11 (0.18) -21.67 (0.12) 5.04 (0.28) 0.68 15.09 (0.16) -21.58 (0.03) 5.85 (0.07) 2.42
AGAL345.003−00.224 5.68 (0.18) -26.95 (0.11) 6.92 (0.28) 0.83 26.57 (0.15) -26.91 (0.02) 7.27 (0.05) 3.43
AGAL345.488+00.314 4.99 (0.20) -17.58 (0.11) 5.46 (0.24) 0.74 17.90 (0.11) -17.95 (0.02) 5.35 (0.04) 3.14
AGAL345.504+00.347 3.78 (0.18) -16.91 (0.09) 4.60 (0.22) 0.86 18.45 (0.13) -16.85 (0.02) 4.97 (0.04) 3.49
AGAL345.718+00.817 0.66 (0.13) -11.57 (0.29) 2.80 (0.79) 0.21 3.13 (0.08) -11.44 (0.03) 2.47 (0.08) 1.19
AGAL351.131+00.771 ... ... ... ... 0.52 (0.06) -5.37 (0.08) 1.41 (0.19) 0.35
AGAL351.161+00.697 7.76 (0.14) -6.23 (0.05) 5.13 (0.12) 1.57 34.26 (0.15) -6.28 (0.01) 5.09 (0.03) 6.32
AGAL351.244+00.669 4.72 (0.12) -3.02 (0.05) 4.53 (0.13) 1.03 16.64 (0.11) -2.92 (0.01) 4.26 (0.03) 3.67
AGAL351.571+00.762 ... ... ... ... 0.30 (0.05) -3.33 (0.11) 1.23 (0.21) 0.23
AGAL351.581−00.352 6.46 (0.15) -95.41 (0.07) 6.86 (0.17) 0.96 25.93 (0.61) -95.35 (0.09) 7.72 (0.21) 3.16
AGAL351.774−00.537 20.52 (0.53) -2.68 (0.04) 8.51 (0.10) 2.22 82.74 (0.62) -2.56 (0.04) 10.05 (0.10) 7.74
AGAL353.066+00.452 ... ... ... ... 0.78 (0.07) 1.56 (0.07) 1.71 (0.19) 0.43
AGAL353.409−00.361 4.02 (0.14) -16.27 (0.08) 5.97 (0.20) 0.72 17.12 (0.10) -16.21 (0.02) 5.33 (0.04) 3.01
AGAL353.417−00.079 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL354.944−00.537 ... ... ... ... 0.78 (0.08) -5.79 (0.17) 3.64 (0.47) 0.20
Notes. "N" in the table indicates that the source has not been observed.
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Tmbdv Vlsr FWHM Tmb
∫
Tmbdv Vlsr FWHM Tmb
K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K
AGAL008.684−00.367 2.21 (0.11) 38.13 (0.11) 4.54 (0.28) 0.46 2.15 (0.10) 38.08 (0.09) 4.26 (0.25) 0.48
AGAL008.706−00.414 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL010.444−00.017 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL010.472+00.027 21.41 (0.45) 65.55 (0.11) 11.02 (0.27) 1.83 18.81 (0.70) 66.42 (0.18) 9.80 (0.42) 1.80
AGAL010.624−00.384 23.78 (0.32) -3.06 (0.05) 7.36 (0.12) 3.04 23.55 (0.37) -3.04 (0.06) 7.36 (0.14) 3.00
AGAL012.804−00.199 9.43 (0.13) 35.02 (0.04) 6.41 (0.11) 1.38 9.56 (0.12) 35.08 (0.04) 6.27 (0.09) 1.43
AGAL013.178+00.059 2.16 (0.09) 48.94 (0.09) 4.53 (0.25) 0.45 2.20 (0.09) 49.19 (0.10) 5.04 (0.24) 0.41
AGAL013.658−00.599 2.37 (0.14) 47.30 (0.23) 7.73 (0.57) 0.29 1.99 (0.11) 47.90 (0.15) 5.80 (0.40) 0.32
AGAL014.114−00.574 1.14 (0.09) 19.69 (0.14) 3.81 (0.39) 0.28 1.27 (0.07) 20.02 (0.10) 3.69 (0.26) 0.32
AGAL014.194−00.194 2.08 (0.11) 39.76 (0.12) 5.05 (0.35) 0.39 2.16 (0.08) 39.75 (0.09) 4.91 (0.23) 0.41
AGAL014.492−00.139 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL014.632−00.577 2.10 (0.08) 18.21 (0.06) 3.02 (0.12) 0.66 1.97 (0.07) 18.26 (0.04) 2.68 (0.11) 0.69
AGAL015.029−00.669 5.53 (0.11) 19.02 (0.04) 4.15 (0.11) 1.25 5.75 (0.09) 19.06 (0.03) 4.43 (0.09) 1.22
AGAL018.606−00.074 0.95 (0.08) 44.96 (0.19) 4.31 (0.44) 0.21 1.01 (0.08) 45.26 (0.18) 4.77 (0.42) 0.20
AGAL018.734−00.226 2.10 (0.11) 40.67 (0.17) 6.81 (0.45) 0.29 1.95 (0.09) 40.22 (0.15) 6.53 (0.38) 0.28
AGAL018.888−00.474 1.58 (0.11) 66.24 (0.16) 5.12 (0.52) 0.29 1.84 (0.09) 66.24 (0.13) 5.66 (0.39) 0.31
AGAL019.882−00.534 7.17 (0.10) 43.72 (0.03) 4.27 (0.08) 1.58 7.11 (0.08) 43.78 (0.02) 4.15 (0.06) 1.61
AGAL022.376+00.447 1.12 (0.10) 52.28 (0.16) 4.12 (0.56) 0.26 1.26 (0.08) 52.62 (0.14) 4.59 (0.41) 0.26
AGAL023.206−00.377 8.14 (0.14) 77.31 (0.06) 8.05 (0.18) 0.95 7.41 (0.12) 77.44 (0.05) 7.15 (0.15) 0.97
AGAL024.629+00.172 ... ... ... ... 0.27 (0.05) 115.30 (0.19) 1.97 (0.51) 0.13
AGAL028.564−00.236 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL028.861+00.066 2.26 (0.11) 103.60 (0.13) 5.20 (0.32) 0.41 2.25 (0.10) 103.40 (0.10) 4.98 (0.29) 0.42
AGAL030.848−00.081 ... ... ... ... 0.48 (0.08) 95.47 (0.30) 3.82 (0.65) 0.12
AGAL030.893+00.139 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL031.412+00.307 13.44 (0.16) 96.30 (0.05) 8.65 (0.12) 1.46 11.53 (0.27) 97.01 (0.08) 7.25 (0.20) 1.49
AGAL034.258+00.154 31.29 (0.25) 57.98 (0.03) 7.53 (0.07) 3.90 26.00 (0.46) 58.52 (0.06) 6.78 (0.14) 3.61
AGAL034.401+00.226 4.81 (0.11) 58.11 (0.06) 5.26 (0.14) 0.86 5.00 (0.10) 58.08 (0.05) 5.28 (0.14) 0.89
AGAL034.411+00.234 7.38 (0.14) 57.58 (0.05) 6.33 (0.15) 1.10 6.72 (0.12) 57.77 (0.05) 5.42 (0.13) 1.16
AGAL034.821+00.351 0.40 (0.08) 56.81 (0.23) 2.33 (0.49) 0.16 0.49 (0.07) 56.83 (0.20) 2.63 (0.39) 0.18
AGAL035.197−00.742 8.55 (0.13) 33.43 (0.05) 6.61 (0.12) 1.21 7.69 (0.11) 33.57 (0.04) 5.76 (0.10) 1.26
AGAL037.554+00.201 1.88 (0.16) 85.01 (0.26) 6.54 (0.72) 0.27 1.99 (0.14) 85.22 (0.17) 5.55 (0.49) 0.34
AGAL043.166+00.011 25.90 (0.26) 6.51 (0.07) 13.17 (0.15) 1.84 25.07 (0.62) 6.72 (0.16) 13.00 (0.37) 1.81
AGAL049.489−00.389 51.61 (0.29) 55.62 (0.03) 9.73 (0.06) 4.99 45.43 (0.74) 56.16 (0.07) 9.00 (0.18) 4.74
AGAL053.141+00.069 4.46 (0.15) 21.54 (0.07) 4.25 (0.17) 0.99 4.85 (0.15) 21.55 (0.07) 4.69 (0.18) 0.97
AGAL059.782+00.066 2.06 (0.16) 21.81 (0.14) 3.85 (0.36) 0.50 2.00 (0.13) 22.05 (0.11) 3.45 (0.27) 0.54
AGAL305.192−00.006 1.50 (0.09) -34.70 (0.11) 3.73 (0.28) 0.38 1.41 (0.09) -34.64 (0.09) 3.44 (0.30) 0.39
AGAL305.209+00.206 12.54 (0.15) -40.95 (0.04) 7.51 (0.11) 1.57 11.53 (0.14) -40.76 (0.04) 7.19 (0.10) 1.51
AGAL305.562+00.014 1.97 (0.09) -39.57 (0.08) 3.67 (0.21) 0.50 2.01 (0.08) -39.45 (0.06) 3.27 (0.16) 0.58
AGAL305.794−00.096 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL309.384−00.134 1.64 (0.09) -51.23 (0.12) 4.60 (0.30) 0.33 1.91 (0.08) -51.21 (0.09) 4.49 (0.23) 0.40
AGAL310.014+00.387 1.47 (0.10) -41.04 (0.16) 4.97 (0.43) 0.28 1.61 (0.09) -40.65 (0.13) 4.88 (0.34) 0.31
AGAL313.576+00.324 2.20 (0.10) -46.59 (0.13) 5.66 (0.32) 0.37 2.47 (0.09) -46.13 (0.11) 6.04 (0.27) 0.38
AGAL316.641−00.087 1.31 (0.09) -18.44 (0.19) 5.39 (0.47) 0.23 1.51 (0.11) -18.40 (0.21) 6.07 (0.55) 0.23
AGAL317.867−00.151 2.77 (0.10) -40.70 (0.08) 5.02 (0.21) 0.52 2.97 (0.09) -40.90 (0.07) 4.93 (0.19) 0.57
AGAL318.779−00.137 0.99 (0.10) -39.89 (0.21) 4.58 (0.63) 0.20 1.35 (0.10) -39.44 (0.21) 6.01 (0.58) 0.21
AGAL320.881−00.397 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL326.661+00.519 0.84 (0.08) -39.57 (0.13) 2.89 (0.35) 0.27 0.77 (0.07) -39.57 (0.10) 2.45 (0.24) 0.30
AGAL326.987−00.032 1.97 (0.14) -57.61 (0.17) 5.94 (0.60) 0.31 1.95 (0.11) -57.68 (0.13) 5.23 (0.40) 0.35
AGAL327.119+00.509 2.18 (0.11) -84.52 (0.20) 7.27 (0.42) 0.28 1.65 (0.10) -84.27 (0.17) 5.37 (0.41) 0.29
AGAL327.293−00.579 33.13 (0.17) -44.88 (0.02) 8.61 (0.05) 3.61 28.61 (0.21) -44.33 (0.03) 7.46 (0.06) 3.61
AGAL327.393+00.199 1.70 (0.09) -88.88 (0.11) 4.01 (0.28) 0.40 1.70 (0.09) -88.89 (0.10) 4.21 (0.29) 0.38
AGAL328.809+00.632 28.51 (0.12) -41.62 (0.01) 6.36 (0.03) 4.20 27.71 (0.13) -41.53 (0.01) 6.03 (0.03) 4.32
AGAL329.029−00.206 3.82 (0.13) -43.79 (0.11) 6.82 (0.28) 0.53 3.24 (0.10) -43.58 (0.08) 5.69 (0.22) 0.54
AGAL329.066−00.307 1.56 (0.12) -41.84 (0.17) 4.92 (0.49) 0.30 1.64 (0.10) -41.87 (0.11) 3.99 (0.31) 0.39
AGAL330.879−00.367 15.81 (0.14) -62.35 (0.04) 8.40 (0.09) 1.77 14.24 (0.17) -61.95 (0.05) 7.96 (0.11) 1.68
AGAL330.954−00.182 24.67 (0.14) -92.54 (0.03) 10.22 (0.07) 2.26 23.51 (0.13) -92.42 (0.03) 10.02 (0.07) 2.20
AGAL331.709+00.582 2.72 (0.14) -66.81 (0.13) 5.72 (0.42) 0.45 2.66 (0.13) -66.47 (0.14) 5.72 (0.35) 0.44
AGAL332.094−00.421 1.97 (0.12) -57.79 (0.16) 5.33 (0.40) 0.35 1.59 (0.08) -57.01 (0.11) 4.44 (0.23) 0.34





Tmbdv Vlsr FWHM Tmb
∫
Tmbdv Vlsr FWHM Tmb
K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K
AGAL332.826−00.549 14.31 (0.14) -57.68 (0.03) 6.30 (0.07) 2.13 12.98 (0.15) -57.50 (0.03) 5.65 (0.08) 2.16
AGAL333.134−00.431 12.37 (0.12) -53.49 (0.03) 6.72 (0.08) 1.72 11.33 (0.11) -53.35 (0.03) 6.39 (0.08) 1.67
AGAL333.284−00.387 2.41 (0.09) -52.23 (0.07) 3.74 (0.17) 0.60 2.48 (0.08) -52.15 (0.06) 3.75 (0.14) 0.62
AGAL333.314+00.106 1.41 (0.16) -46.59 (0.24) 4.25 (0.67) 0.31 1.53 (0.14) -46.68 (0.23) 5.00 (0.55) 0.29
AGAL333.604−00.212 7.07 (0.18) -47.14 (0.08) 6.96 (0.23) 0.95 6.47 (0.16) -47.13 (0.07) 6.16 (0.19) 0.99
AGAL333.656+00.059 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL335.789+00.174 5.02 (0.11) -50.38 (0.05) 5.39 (0.15) 0.88 4.52 (0.09) -50.28 (0.04) 4.54 (0.11) 0.93
AGAL336.958−00.224 1.16 (0.12) -71.19 (0.34) 6.93 (0.93) 0.16 0.96 (0.08) -71.45 (0.19) 4.58 (0.51) 0.20
AGAL337.176−00.032 1.18 (0.12) -68.24 (0.26) 5.72 (0.83) 0.19 0.95 (0.10) -67.69 (0.28) 5.78 (0.79) 0.16
AGAL337.258−00.101 0.82 (0.09) -67.93 (0.26) 4.82 (0.64) 0.16 0.53 (0.07) -68.33 (0.23) 3.41 (0.51) 0.15
AGAL337.286+00.007 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL337.406−00.402 22.17 (0.13) -40.67 (0.02) 6.98 (0.05) 2.99 20.41 (0.21) -40.43 (0.03) 6.42 (0.08) 2.99
AGAL337.704−00.054 7.55 (0.12) -48.00 (0.06) 8.34 (0.15) 0.85 6.79 (0.15) -47.79 (0.08) 7.85 (0.20) 0.81
AGAL337.916−00.477 21.96 (0.14) -39.37 (0.02) 6.28 (0.05) 3.28 21.54 (0.16) -39.22 (0.02) 6.03 (0.06) 3.36
AGAL338.066+00.044 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL338.786+00.476 ... ... ... ... 0.41 (0.06) -64.45 (0.26) 3.28 (0.59) 0.12
AGAL338.926+00.554 8.51 (0.11) -61.18 (0.04) 6.97 (0.11) 1.15 8.41 (0.11) -61.03 (0.04) 6.78 (0.11) 1.17
AGAL339.623−00.122 2.02 (0.09) -34.32 (0.13) 5.66 (0.31) 0.33 1.84 (0.09) -34.66 (0.12) 5.50 (0.35) 0.31
AGAL340.374−00.391 1.19 (0.11) -44.16 (0.23) 4.82 (0.53) 0.23 1.09 (0.11) -43.98 (0.23) 4.96 (0.73) 0.21
AGAL340.746−01.001 1.14 (0.09) -29.76 (0.15) 3.73 (0.35) 0.29 1.33 (0.09) -29.71 (0.12) 3.80 (0.28) 0.33
AGAL340.784−00.097 2.23 (0.15) -102.00 (0.24) 7.86 (0.68) 0.27 1.58 (0.11) -102.30 (0.20) 5.53 (0.45) 0.27
AGAL341.217−00.212 3.15 (0.13) -43.40 (0.09) 4.99 (0.28) 0.59 2.95 (0.09) -43.41 (0.06) 4.46 (0.18) 0.62
AGAL342.484+00.182 1.83 (0.12) -41.26 (0.13) 4.48 (0.37) 0.38 1.88 (0.09) -41.60 (0.09) 3.83 (0.21) 0.46
AGAL343.128−00.062 13.27 (0.14) -31.26 (0.04) 7.89 (0.10) 1.58 13.17 (0.11) -31.02 (0.03) 7.71 (0.08) 1.61
AGAL343.756−00.164 6.64 (0.09) -28.05 (0.03) 5.19 (0.09) 1.20 6.69 (0.09) -28.05 (0.03) 4.90 (0.08) 1.28
AGAL344.227−00.569 8.08 (0.13) -21.77 (0.05) 6.32 (0.12) 1.20 7.63 (0.22) -21.56 (0.08) 5.67 (0.20) 1.26
AGAL345.003−00.224 12.95 (0.11) -27.44 (0.03) 7.45 (0.08) 1.64 11.54 (0.16) -27.01 (0.04) 6.64 (0.12) 1.64
AGAL345.488+00.314 6.82 (0.12) -18.09 (0.05) 5.84 (0.13) 1.10 6.61 (0.11) -18.02 (0.05) 5.87 (0.11) 1.06
AGAL345.504+00.347 11.62 (0.15) -17.40 (0.04) 6.83 (0.11) 1.59 9.37 (0.16) -17.04 (0.05) 5.73 (0.11) 1.54
AGAL345.718+00.817 0.59 (0.07) -11.32 (0.11) 1.88 (0.28) 0.29 0.73 (0.07) -11.50 (0.12) 2.50 (0.26) 0.28
AGAL351.131+00.771 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL351.161+00.697 16.43 (0.24) -6.46 (0.04) 5.25 (0.10) 2.94 15.33 (0.11) -6.39 (0.02) 4.96 (0.04) 2.90
AGAL351.244+00.669 6.26 (0.36) -2.76 (0.12) 4.35 (0.31) 1.35 6.31 (0.09) -2.85 (0.03) 4.46 (0.08) 1.33
AGAL351.571+00.762 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL351.581−00.352 20.20 (0.30) -95.72 (0.06) 7.59 (0.14) 2.51 17.75 (0.71) -95.31 (0.13) 6.63 (0.31) 2.51
AGAL351.774−00.537 60.68 (0.31) -3.31 (0.03) 10.50 (0.07) 5.43 54.33 (0.37) -2.95 (0.03) 9.51 (0.08) 5.36
AGAL353.066+00.452 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL353.409−00.361 6.13 (0.09) -16.10 (0.04) 4.92 (0.09) 1.17 6.23 (0.08) -16.07 (0.03) 4.86 (0.08) 1.20
AGAL353.417−00.079 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL354.944−00.537 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
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Table A.6. Beam filling factors, integrated intensity ratios, H2CO column densities, spatial densities, and kinetic temperatures.
ηbf I
′(404–303) N(p-H2CO) N(o-H2CO) n(H2) Kinetic temperature
Sources 303–202 404–303 I′(303–202) 404–303/303–202 321–220/303–202 TLTE 422–321/404–303 TLTE
cm−2 cm−2 cm−3 K K K K










AGAL008.706−00.414 0.613 0.737 1.26±0.27 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL010.444−00.017 0.452 0.594 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...






















AGAL013.178+00.059 0.586 0.714 1.11±0.04 2.3×1013 4.8×1013 1.5+0.2
−0.2×10






AGAL013.658−00.599 0.452 0.594 0.99±0.08 2.1×1013 4.4×1013 1.1+0.2
−0.2×10
























AGAL014.492−00.139 0.600 0.726 0.87±0.11 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...




















AGAL018.606−00.074 0.507 0.645 1.32±0.10 1.1×1013 2.3×1013 8.3+3.7
−4.6×10


































AGAL022.376+00.447 0.433 0.575 1.06±0.06 1.4×1013 2.3×1013 1.4+0.3
−0.2×10








AGAL024.629+00.172 0.489 0.629 1.88±0.32 >4.8×1012 ... ... ... ... ... 30.8 +4.4
−4.1
AGAL028.564−00.236 0.662 0.776 2.16±0.41 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL028.861+00.066 0.471 0.612 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 70.9 +5.2
−4.7
AGAL030.848−00.081 0.540 0.675 0.95±0.10 6.4×1012 1.8×1013 1.5+0.6
−0.4×10




AGAL030.893+00.139 0.571 0.702 1.04±0.41 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL031.412+00.307 0.393 0.534 1.96±0.09 >1.2×1014 ... ... >280 >280 >280 370.8+93.5
−63.5






























AGAL034.821+00.351 0.600 0.726 0.73±0.06 8.2×1012 2.7×1013 9.5+2.0
−2.1×10
















































AGAL059.782+00.066 0.540 0.675 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 60.2 +5.6
−5.0






























AGAL305.794−00.096 0.571 0.702 0.85±0.17 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...




















AGAL313.576+00.324 0.393 0.534 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 65.4 +3.9
−3.6
AGAL316.641−00.087 0.413 0.555 ... ... ... ... ... ... 165.7+61.8
−37.7




















AGAL320.881−00.397 0.471 0.612 0.56±0.07 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...




















AGAL327.119+00.509 0.471 0.612 0.94±0.05 1.6×1013 2.7×1013 6.7+0.1
−0.1×10




AGAL327.293−00.579 0.393 0.534 1.19±0.06 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
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Table A.6. continued.
ηbf I
′(404–303) N(p-H2CO) N(o-H2CO) n(H2) Kinetic temperature
Sources 303–202 404–303 I′(303–202) 404–303/303–202 321–220/303–202 TLTE 422–321/404–303 TLTE
cm−2 cm−2 cm−3 K K K K


















































AGAL333.656+00.059 0.571 0.702 0.80±0.10 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...










AGAL336.958−00.224 0.393 0.534 0.87±0.07 1.4×1013 3.5×1013 9.5+2.1
−1.8×10




AGAL337.176−00.032 0.556 0.689 0.94±0.06 1.2×1013 2.4×1013 1.5+0.4
−0.3×10




AGAL337.258−00.101 0.471 0.612 0.68±0.06 1.1×1013 3.0×1013 6.3+1.4
−1.5×10




AGAL337.286+00.007 0.586 0.714 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...






























AGAL338.066+00.044 0.600 0.726 0.84±0.11 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL338.786+00.476 0.571 0.702 0.77±0.06 7.1×1012 1.9×1013 1.1+0.3
−0.2×10














AGAL339.623−00.122 0.540 0.675 0.84±0.04 2.1×1013 5.2×1013 7.7+0.8
−0.8×10




AGAL340.374−00.391 0.489 0.629 0.97±0.07 1.2×1013 2.2×1013 1.2+0.3
−0.2×10














AGAL340.784−00.097 0.413 0.555 0.98±0.08 1.9×1013 3.5×1013 1.1+0.3
−0.2×10






























































































AGAL351.131+00.771 0.556 0.689 0.37±0.05 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...




















AGAL351.571+00.762 0.683 0.792 0.48±0.11 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL351.581−00.352 0.452 0.594 2.29±0.07 ... ... ... >300 >300 >300 >300




AGAL353.066+00.452 0.489 0.629 0.65±0.11 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...










AGAL353.417−00.079 0.626 0.748 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL354.944−00.537 0.600 0.726 0.60±0.09 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
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Table A.7. H2CO luminosities.









K km s−1 pc2 K km s−1 pc2 K km s−1 pc2 K km s−1 pc2 K km s−1 pc2 K km s−1 pc2 K km s−1 pc2 K km s−1 pc2
AGAL008.684−00.367 12.25 8.66 5.00 0.83 0.99 5.34 1.53 1.49
AGAL008.706−00.414 2.88 1.76 0.87 ... 1.08 1.09 ... ...
AGAL010.444−00.017 5.50 4.70 ... ... ... 3.99 ... ...
AGAL010.472+00.027 77.46 57.14 30.42 13.97 14.28 47.82 39.42 34.64
AGAL010.624−00.384 51.03 48.37 25.01 7.30 8.58 37.53 17.66 17.48
AGAL012.804−00.199 8.17 7.90 4.09 1.20 1.18 5.41 2.24 2.27
AGAL013.178+00.059 3.27 2.89 1.58 0.39 0.55 1.76 0.54 0.55
AGAL013.658−00.599 5.19 5.94 3.15 ... ... 3.11 1.43 1.21
AGAL014.114−00.574 2.51 1.95 1.23 0.13 0.29 1.39 0.30 0.33
AGAL014.194−00.194 9.41 6.34 3.63 0.77 0.84 3.12 1.05 1.09
AGAL014.492−00.139 2.01 0.92 1.31 ... ... 1.13 ... ...
AGAL014.632−00.577 0.84 0.78 0.73 0.15 0.23 1.09 0.29 0.27
AGAL015.029−00.669 8.75 7.23 4.27 1.08 1.17 3.88 1.14 1.19
AGAL018.606−00.074 3.09 2.63 1.54 ... ... 2.03 0.62 0.66
AGAL018.734−00.226 62.31 50.81 37.54 6.72 6.24 32.90 11.37 10.52
AGAL018.888−00.474 10.36 8.07 6.27 1.17 0.99 5.16 1.41 1.64
AGAL019.882−00.534 9.80 8.45 6.02 1.46 1.71 7.55 2.91 2.88
AGAL022.376+00.447 2.15 2.19 1.46 ... ... 1.54 0.51 0.57
AGAL023.206−00.377 8.47 8.57 5.29 1.44 1.89 9.61 4.74 4.31
AGAL024.629+00.172 3.68 3.44 1.72 ... ... 3.25 ... 0.52
AGAL028.564−00.236 4.81 3.49 1.12 ... ... 2.42 ... ...
AGAL028.861+00.066 ... ... ... ... ... 10.17 3.94 3.92
AGAL030.848−00.081 4.38 3.30 1.93 ... ... 1.84 ... 0.44
AGAL030.893+00.139 1.67 1.12 0.79 ... ... 0.81 ... ...
AGAL031.412+00.307 5.57 6.88 5.64 3.37 3.68 11.06 8.52 7.31
AGAL034.258+00.154 3.50 3.24 2.24 0.81 0.89 3.22 2.31 1.92
AGAL034.401+00.226 2.27 2.10 1.37 0.33 0.27 1.47 0.46 0.48
AGAL034.411+00.234 1.79 1.55 1.05 0.30 0.22 1.08 0.52 0.47
AGAL034.821+00.351 0.85 0.51 0.35 ... ... 0.25 0.04 0.05
AGAL035.197−00.742 3.91 3.27 3.16 0.94 1.02 3.18 1.42 1.28
AGAL037.554+00.201 11.83 8.56 5.93 0.91 1.67 7.08 2.68 2.84
AGAL043.166+00.011 276.67 237.07 96.28 35.86 39.06 177.78 101.37 98.14
AGAL049.489−00.389 90.22 81.06 55.34 24.08 21.85 65.70 41.75 36.75
AGAL053.141+00.069 1.85 1.56 1.04 0.29 0.29 1.06 0.35 0.38
AGAL059.782+00.066 ... ... ... ... ... 1.03 0.36 0.35
AGAL305.192−00.006 4.79 4.00 2.58 0.55 0.47 2.33 0.75 0.71
AGAL305.209+00.206 20.78 18.56 10.96 3.53 3.10 12.58 5.74 5.28
AGAL305.562+00.014 6.52 5.50 3.49 0.79 0.78 3.27 0.90 0.92
AGAL305.794−00.096 1.13 0.73 0.48 ... ... 0.41 ... ...
AGAL309.384−00.134 13.52 13.41 7.14 1.96 1.66 5.44 1.63 1.89
AGAL310.014+00.387 3.75 3.51 2.03 0.62 0.53 1.98 0.69 0.76
AGAL313.576+00.324 ... ... ... ... ... 2.56 0.83 0.93
AGAL316.641−00.087 ... ... ... ... ... 0.10 0.05 0.06
AGAL317.867−00.151 3.91 3.15 2.41 0.64 0.59 2.09 0.67 0.71
AGAL318.779−00.137 1.76 1.28 0.99 0.39 0.26 1.18 0.33 0.45
AGAL320.881−00.397 11.30 6.05 5.86 ... ... 3.26 ... ...
AGAL326.661+00.519 1.33 0.98 0.64 0.17 0.12 0.44 0.10 0.09
AGAL326.987−00.032 4.32 3.72 2.77 0.24 0.54 2.51 0.89 0.88
AGAL327.119+00.509 6.05 4.59 3.37 ... ... 3.18 2.10 1.59
AGAL327.293−00.579 13.34 11.87 4.75 4.52 4.13 5.63 8.62 7.44
AGAL327.393+00.199 20.35 15.65 8.74 1.72 1.91 6.93 1.97 1.98
AGAL328.809+00.632 17.32 15.82 11.30 4.28 4.31 15.18 7.38 7.17
AGAL329.029−00.206 126.78 104.02 80.10 26.68 23.11 59.62 22.63 19.24
AGAL329.066−00.307 83.37 64.99 48.82 11.39 9.80 37.93 8.98 9.48
AGAL330.879−00.367 18.33 16.56 11.23 4.40 3.75 11.98 7.92 7.13
AGAL330.954−00.182 129.18 118.30 80.98 33.77 31.43 91.05 56.54 53.88
AGAL331.709+00.582 69.33 60.38 39.69 10.74 7.28 31.35 10.01 9.77
AGAL332.094−00.421 4.11 2.86 2.01 0.52 0.52 1.94 0.81 0.66
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Table A.7. continued.









K km s−1 pc2 K km s−1 pc2 K km s−1 pc2 K km s−1 pc2 K km s−1 pc2 K km s−1 pc2 K km s−1 pc2 K km s−1 pc2
AGAL332.826−00.549 14.54 12.76 8.59 3.10 3.19 9.91 5.37 4.87
AGAL333.134−00.431 28.42 24.99 15.60 4.93 4.62 13.22 5.81 5.32
AGAL333.284−00.387 10.24 7.99 5.17 1.37 1.37 4.59 1.34 1.38
AGAL333.314+00.106 5.76 4.63 3.14 0.64 0.61 2.42 0.61 0.66
AGAL333.604−00.212 22.20 17.83 9.90 3.16 2.86 8.29 3.78 3.46
AGAL333.656+00.059 3.00 2.11 1.75 ... ... 1.40 ... ...
AGAL335.789+00.174 11.03 9.22 6.43 1.92 1.45 6.09 2.25 2.02
AGAL336.958−00.224 21.63 17.68 10.31 ... ... 8.99 3.64 3.02
AGAL337.176−00.032 31.44 26.52 19.84 ... ... 18.65 5.67 4.57
AGAL337.258−00.101 19.33 16.60 11.81 ... ... 8.04 3.13 2.03
AGAL337.286+00.007 ... ... ... ... ... 1.94 ... ...
AGAL337.406−00.402 15.42 13.47 10.00 3.43 3.36 12.54 7.14 6.57
AGAL337.704−00.054 105.09 85.46 65.70 19.53 16.22 62.05 32.85 29.53
AGAL337.916−00.477 14.53 12.77 9.84 3.97 3.58 11.11 6.21 6.10
AGAL338.066+00.044 ... 1.45 1.31 ... ... 1.11 ... ...
AGAL338.786+00.476 4.10 2.93 2.18 ... ... 1.69 ... 0.34
AGAL338.926+00.554 38.97 38.58 24.08 7.70 6.98 22.36 7.40 7.32
AGAL339.623−00.122 4.19 3.36 2.17 ... ... 1.82 0.69 0.63
AGAL340.374−00.391 2.57 1.84 1.43 ... ... 1.40 0.51 0.47
AGAL340.746−01.001 2.53 2.02 1.84 0.43 0.34 1.32 0.30 0.35
AGAL340.784−00.097 21.65 16.64 12.01 ... ... 11.80 6.16 4.36
AGAL341.217−00.212 5.80 5.30 3.78 1.04 0.82 3.74 1.29 1.20
AGAL342.484+00.182 36.82 32.67 22.13 4.16 4.45 25.57 8.36 8.58
AGAL343.128−00.062 9.45 8.58 6.22 2.18 2.15 7.66 3.89 3.86
AGAL343.756−00.164 4.43 4.93 3.26 1.05 1.05 3.80 1.54 1.56
AGAL344.227−00.569 1.67 1.43 2.55 0.89 0.76 2.77 1.48 1.40
AGAL345.003−00.224 10.69 9.52 7.08 2.23 2.06 7.34 3.58 3.19
AGAL345.488+00.314 6.25 5.21 3.88 1.11 1.29 3.80 1.45 1.40
AGAL345.504+00.347 4.11 3.66 2.90 0.97 0.87 3.39 2.13 1.72
AGAL345.718+00.817 0.67 0.56 0.42 0.09 0.09 0.37 0.07 0.09
AGAL351.131+00.771 0.25 0.17 0.19 ... ... 0.07 ... ...
AGAL351.161+00.697 6.33 5.38 3.78 1.30 1.17 4.12 1.97 1.84
AGAL351.244+00.669 5.97 4.73 3.26 1.02 0.97 2.91 1.09 1.10
AGAL351.571+00.762 0.15 0.12 0.07 ... ... 0.03 ... ...
AGAL351.581−00.352 18.55 16.75 15.90 12.90 11.91 36.43 28.39 24.95
AGAL351.774−00.537 2.39 2.25 1.63 0.77 0.79 2.39 1.76 1.57
AGAL353.066+00.452 0.07 0.04 0.03 ... ... 0.02 ... ...
AGAL353.409−00.361 13.94 11.52 8.76 2.92 2.59 9.10 3.26 3.31
AGAL353.417−00.079 ... 0.61 0.39 ... ... ... ... ...
AGAL354.944−00.537 0.32 0.22 0.21 ... ... 0.13 ... ...
